~CSECO

Campbell/ Harris
SECURITY EQUIPMENT COMPANY

875-A Island Drive #356, Alameda, CA 94502-6768 USA Ph: 510-864-8010 Fx: 510-864-8013 info@cseco.com

USNRC
Attn: Hector Rodriguez-Luccioni, Ph.D.
Materials Safety Licensing Branch
Division of Material Safety, State, Tribal and Rulemaking Programs
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards.
Subject: Re-application for Device Evaluation
Dear Mr. Rodriguez-Luccioni:

Enclosed is the original application and Request for Additional Information (''RAI") of 7/29/15
and 9/29/15. Please reopen this application.

Regards,

~CSECO
Campbell/Harris

SECURITY EQUIPMENT COMPANY

875-A Island Drive #356, Alameda, CA 94502-6768 USA Ph: 510-864-8010 Fx: 510-864-8013 info@cseco.com

Application for Device Evaluation and Registration
Applicant
A&A Harris Ent. Inc. dba Campbell/Harris Security Equipment Company aka CSECO
Mailing address:
CS ECO
875A Island Dr.
Alameda CA, 94502
Physical address:
CS ECO
2209 Harbor Bay Parkway
Alameda CA, 94502

Contact
Doug Broadwell, Operations Manager
Phone 510-864-8010
Fax 510-864-8013
doug@cseco.com

Applicant Type
Applicant is both the Manufacturer and Distributor.

Model Number
K910

Principal Use Code
G

Industry Name of Device
Contraband Detection Device

For Use By
Persons Exempt from Licensing.

Leak Test Frequency
Leak testing not required.

Section of 10 CFR applicable to users
32.31

Radionuclides and Maximum Activities
Ba133, lOuC or less, ±10%

Certification
THE APPLICANT UNDERSTANDS THAT ALL STATEMENTS AND REPRESENTATIONS
MADE IN THIS APPLICATION ARE BINDING UPON THE APPLICANT. THE APPLICANT
AND ANY OFFICIAL EXECUTING THIS CERTIFICATION ON BEHALF OF THE
APPLICANT, NAMED IN ITEM 2, CERTIFY THAT THIS APPLICATION IS PREPARED IN
CONFORMITY WITH TITLE 10, CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS, PARTS 30 AND 32
AND THAT ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS TRUE AND CORRECT TO THE
BEST OF THEIR KNOWLEDGE AND BELIEF.
WARNING: 18 U.S.C. SECTION 1001 ACT OF JUNE 25, 1948 62 STAT. 749 MAKES IT A
CRIMINAL OFFENSE TO MAKE A WILLFULLY FALSE STATEMENT OR
REPRESENTATION TO ANY DEPARTMENT OR AGENCY OF THE UNITED STATES AS
TO ANY MATTER WITHIN ITS JURISDICTION.

Condition of Use
The K9 family of Portable Gamma Detector are hand-held or extension-pole held devices for the
purpose of detecting hidden contraband materials. The K9 family of devices is only sold to
governmental law enforcement personnel: Homeland Security including Customs and Border
Prot~tion, the US Coastguard, Police, Sheriffs, Drug Enforcement, the Military, the US State
Department, etc.
Because the device is only used by trained governmental law enforcement personnel access to the
device by the general public is very rare. Mobile users keep the device in a locked part of a car/truck
when not in use, non-mobile users keep the device in a secure area when not in use. When in use the
device is either kept in its case or kept in a belt holster when not actively scanning for contraband.
There have been occasions where the U.S. Coast Guard has dropped the device into the ocean
subjecting it to saltwater corrosion. The stainless steel and tungsten carbide of the shutter mechanism
and source capsule have been unaffected.
Besides mechanical abuse, a fire could compromise the source containment. In the April 2000 report
from the National Institute of Standards and Technology, FR 4009, in which a two story single-family
house was instrumented and set on fire (see Appendix A-5 for more details) the peak temperature in
the house never exceeded 750° C. The melting point of Stainless Steel of the capsule and the shutter
brackets is 1510° C, and that of the Nickel "glue" of the sintered Tungsten Carbide in the source shield
is 1455° Cit is extremely unlikely that a fire would expose the raw radioactive ceramic source.
Because of the design of the capsule and shutter mechanism, and the actual experience of over 20
years with dropped and run-over devices with no failure of the integrity of the shutter mechanism,
leakage of radioactive material is highly unlikely.
The working life of the device is equal to the nuclide half-life of 10.5 years.
The prototype of the device was tested in accordance with ANSI N.538 (1979) and has been assigned
classification ANSI-95-675-785-R2. The source and tungsten carbide shutter meet ANSI fire
condition 6 (1092° C for 4 hours). The source capsules have the ANSI N542-1977 classification
77C44222.
The K9 products have been sold under California General License 6156-0lGL since 1990.
Pictures and videos of the device in use can be found at www.cseco.com

Product Construction
The K9 family of Portable Gamma Detector are of aluminum construction and is 2.5" wide by 2.4" tall
by 5" long. The top part of the casing is cast aluminum and the bottom part of the casing is deep
drawn aluminum. The stainless steel source capsule is contained in a tungsten carbide shutter
mechanism comprised of a rotor containing the source and a surrounding shield. The shutter is opened
by pressing on a button which rotates the rotor 90 degrees via a rack and pinion. The shutter
mechanism has an automatic spring return to close the shutter. In addition a red rod extends outside
the body of the device to indicate that the shutter is open and can be used to manually close the shutter
should the built in spring mechanism fail to do so.
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Red Indicator Extends
When Shutter is Open

-----:::=:..mL---....-------........

If the Internal Spring
Fails to Close the Shutter
This Rod Can Be Pressed
to Close the Shutter

88

Shutter Actuator Button

=

--- - -- --!i.o·--- - - Position of Shutter Mechanism
and Source Inside of Device
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Shutter
Open

The shutter mechanism consists of a tungsten carbide rotor, a tungsten carbide shield body, and 3
stainless steel plates .
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The source capsule is glued into the 0.125" diameter 0.20" deep counter-bore. The 0.060" diameter
0.85" stainless steel rod is glued into the 0.063" diameter through-hole behind the source capsule to
facilitate removing the source capsule should there be damage to the rotor. Stainless steel roll-pins are
press-fit into the two 0.081 " through-holes and act as the rotor's open and closed stops.
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All screws and nuts in the shutter assembly are stainless steel.
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The bottom deep-drawn aluminum bottom of the enclosure is attached with 3 screws that are hidden
beneath a black foot-pad.
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Labeling
The Serial Number label is Stainless Steel and imprinted with catalyzed paint. The Serial Number,
Source Strength, and Assay Date are laser inscribed. The label is attached to the top of the unit with
high-strength 3M " Super 77" spray adhesive. Over the 10 years this method has been used there has
never been a unit returned where the label has become detached.

~CSECO
875-A Island Dr
Alameda
CA
94502
USA

510-864-8010
www.cseco.com
lnfo@cseeo.com

K910G BUSTER
Contraband 6 • Contains
•
Radioactive
Detector

&

SIN

Material

DATE

..__ ___, MBq BA133

The " SIN'' is the serial number of the specific unit. "Date" is the assay date of the source. The MBq
is the actual activity of the source, typically 0.2775 MBq.

The following label would be applied to the outside of the unit on the side, l" x 2.7". It is made of
Mylar with a Compucal .001 " Flexcon overlay. The adhesive is a permanent adhesive.

THIS DEVICE CONTAINS RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL
AND HAS BEEN MANUFACTURED IN COMPLIANCE
WITH U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
SAFETY CRITERIA IN 10 CFR 32.31. THE PURCHASER
IS EXEMPT FROM ANY REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS.

See Operators Manual for Safe Use and Handling.

The following label is attached to the shutter mechanism inside the case and is the same composition
as the prior label.
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CAUTION
RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL
100 uCi (3.7 MBq) or less, BA133
SEALED SOURCE UNDER THIS LABEL

FACTORY SERVICE ONLY
ON THIS COMPONENT

LABEL REMOVAL PROHIBITED

See SN -

- --

_ _ _ uCi

---

MBq

Assay Date - -- - - -

The shutter rotor is laser etched as shown below.

Prototyping
Please see Conditions of Use.

Capsule
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The source capsules have the ANSI N542-1977 classification 77C44222. The Ba133 is contained in a
ceramic matrix which is contained in a fusion welded stainless steel capsule; Sealed Source and
Device Registry: CA0207D101B.
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Radiation Profile
With the shutter closed the maximum exposure is:
With the shutter open the maximum exposure is:

5 cm= 0.08 uSv, 30 cm= 0.01 uSv.
5 cm= 0.5 uSv, 30 cm= 0.065 uSv.

Measurements were taken with a calibrated ion chamber.

Quality Assurance and Quality Control
Our manufacturing, test, and repair operation is small; there is one Operations Manager responsible for
manufacturing policies and procedures and documentation, there are 4 others that perform all
manufacturing and repair. We manufacture a relatively small quantity of one product containing a
radioactive source. The current minimum tenure of assembly personnel is 6 years (the maximum is
over 20 years), i.e., they are highly experienced. All manufacturing personnel are responsible for
quality control and all of them have the authority to halt production if a quality issue is detected. As
such we have not formalized many of the following questions about policies, procedures, and
documentation that while helpful/necessary in larger organizations with multiple products, we do not
have the capacity for much bureaucracy.
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Incoming sources are 100% tested for activity against a known calibration source using a calibration
fixture. Incoming parts are inspected for compliance with specifications. All finished devices are
checked for correct operation on a calibration table and shipped with a printout of the actual
operational data for each unit. Two different people check the shutter mechanism for proper operation
before packaging the unit for shipping.
All assembly operations are fully documented; a sample is included in Appendix A.
In the late 1990' s and early 2000 ' s CSECO was IS0-9001 certified. It was determined that for such a
relatively small operation, and because the market did not require it, the cost of certification was
deemed not justified.
The Operations Manager is responsible for updating the production manual and distributing updates
to all personnel. All updated procedures indicate where the documentation/procedure(s) have been
changed. All prior revisions of procedures are kept on the server.

1.

Does the vendor have a QA manual or set of instructions defining the QA program?
Yes.

2.

Is the manual up to date?
Yes.

3.

Is the manual approved and signed by a designated official from each department?
Yes.

ORGANIZATION

4.

Is the organizational structure of the applicant documented in the QA manual?
Not necessary.

5.

Are all the QA personnel listed, along with all their responsibilities?
Not necessary.

6.

Is the QA Director someone in upper management not directly responsible for
manufacturing or production?
The Operations Director is both in upper management and directly responsible
operations.

7.

Does the QA Director have continual involvement in the QA program?
Yes.
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8.

Is the NRC Contact listed and up to date?
We currently do not have an NRC Contact.

9.

Do the QA Manager and QA Director have the authority to halt production?
All personnel have the authority to halt production.

PERSONNEL

10. Does the applicant have procedures to ensure up-to-date records of all employees'
qualifications?
Not necessary.
DESIGN AND DOCUMENT CONTROL

11. Are there procedures for ensuring that all documents contain all pertinent information and
conform to all pertinent regulations and specifications?
Not necessary, only one person responsible.
12. Are there procedures for handling document and design changes?
Yes.
13. Do the procedures ensure that all appropriate departments are notified of the changes?
Only 1 department.
14. Do the procedures ensure that documents under revision are not used?
All personnel are verbally immediately notified and revisions are done the same day.
15. Are all changes documented?
Yes.
16. Do the procedures ensure the documents and changes are checked and approved before
released?
Not necessary, only one person responsible.
17. Do the procedures include notifying regulatory agencies of any changes?
Yes.
18. Do the procedures ensure alternative approaches in the absence of specifications?
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Not applicable.
19. Is there a history file, for each document, that includes previous versions, document
changes, and reasons for the changes?
Yes, all prior revisions are kept on file. Reasons for changes are kept in the Operations
Managers notebooks, which are kept.
20. Are the copies on file of all up-to-date documents for each job?
Yes.
21. Are there procedures for verification of the adequacy of suppliers?
Ad hoc. We have been using all suppliers for at least 10 years, and most for many more
years than that.
22. Are there records of all audits of suppliers?
We do not audit suppliers.
23. Are audits of suppliers performed at intervals less than 3 years?
We do not audit suppliers.
24. Are there procedures for receipt inspection?
For most components yes, for some components inspection happens at the point of
assembly.
25. Do receipt inspection procedures verify:
• correctsizes?
• quantity?
• document and specification conformance?
• paperwork?
Yes to all.
25. Are there procedures for receipt of nonconforming material?
In all cases the material is segregated and the supplier is immediately contacted and
arrangements are made to rectify the non-conforming item(s).
26. Are there records of receipt inspections, including nonconforming material?
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Only for sources.
28 . Do all purchase orders contain:
• scope of work?
Yes, and in separate documents.
• technical requirements?
Not on P.O., in separate documents.
• identification of the documents that must accompanythe order?
Not on P.O., in separate documents.
• identification of the records that the applicant must keep?
Not on P.O., in separate documents.
• signature of the appropriate individual?
Not on P.O., in separate documents.

29. Are there records of all purchases?
Yes.
30. Are there inventory procedures?
Yes.
31. Do inventory procedures include:
• special handling?
• marking?
• tagging?
• labeling?
• segregating?
• paperwork procedures?
• handling of nonconforming material?
Yes to all above.
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32. Does the inventory system have provisions for material with shelf life?
The only material with a shelf life are the source capsules but they are always used up
within months of receipt.
33. Does the inventory system have provisions to ensure that the correct material is used in
production?
Not necessary.
34. Are periodic physical inventories performed?
Yes.
35. Does the system ensure that products that are marked or segregated as complete have
passed their final inspections and testing?
Yes.

PRODUCTION PROCEDURES AND PROCESSES
36. Are there procedures that describe production processes?
Yes.

37. Is there a flowchart describing the flow of material and inspection hold points?
Not necessary.

38. Are there procedures for in-process and final inspection and testing of the device?
Yes.

39. Do inspection procedures include:
• acceptance criteria?
• receipt criteria?
• at what points to perform in-process inspections and tests?
• procedures for determining sample sizes?
• procedures for final inspection and testing?
• provisions for nonconforming material?
40. Are there records for inspections of production procedures?
No.
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41. Are there records of all inspections and testing, including date and person performing
inspection or test?
For sources, yes, although not the name of the person performing the test (there are only
2 people that perform these tests). For all other items the date and name are recorded.
42. Is there a system for marking or segregating items that have been inspected or tested?
Yes, but it is the non-conforming item( s) that are segregated.
43. Does final inspection include operational check and removal contamination test of 100%
of the devices?
Yes, final inspection includes operational checks of all devices. Removal contamination
testing is not applicable.
NON CONFORMING MATERIALS
44. Are there procedures for handling nonconforming items received from a supplier or
customer or found during production?
Yes, see items 25, 31 , 41 and 42 above.
45. Are nonconforming materials tagged or segregated from production?
Yes, see items 25, 31 , 41and42 above.
46. Are there procedures for disposition of nonconforming materials and for introducing
materials back into production?
Yes, see items 25, 31 , 41 and 42 above. Corrected material is brought back into
stock/production at the point of incoming inspection.
4 7. Are there records of nonconforming material?
For sources, yes; for others there is in some cases but not others.
PACKAGING AND TRANSPORTATION
48. Are there procedures for inspecting packaging and the form of transportation?
Not clear if this is for incoming material or outgoing product. For incoming it is not
applicable to us. For outgoing, yes.
49. Do these procedures ensure that all paperwork and manuals are included with the
shipment or are being shipped separately to the customer?
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Yes, all paperwork and manuals are included with shipments.
50. Are there records of all packaging and shipping reports and inspections?

DEVIATIONS AND CUSTOMER COMPLAINTS
51. Are there procedures for evaluating deviations and customer complaints?
Yes.

52. Are there procedures for informing the appropriate members of the organization and the
NRC of deviations?
Yes, the appropriate persons are informed. We have never had a need to inform the
California Department of Health (who we care currently licensed to).
53. Are there procedures for informing customers of devices that may contain a deviation?
We have never shipped a product with "deviations".
54. Are there records of all deviations and customer complaints?
Yes.
55. Do customer complaint records contain:
• name of complainant?
• nature and date of complaint?
• corrective action taken?
• cause of failure?
• model and serial number of the device?
Yes to all of the above.
56. Are there procedures for trend analysis of deviations and complaints?
No, mature product.
57. Is trend analysis performed at intervals that do not exceed 1 year?
No.

AUDITS
58. Does the applicant have procedures for auditing its QA program?
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Ad hoc.
59. Do the procedures include acceptance criteria?
Ad hoc.
60. Do the procedures ensure that all records and procedures are up to date?
Ad hoc.
61. Do audits include verification of audits of suppliers?
We do not audit suppliers.
62. Is the auditor responsible for any of the matters being audited?
Yes.
63 . Do records include deficient areas in the program and corrective action taken?
Ad hoc.
64. Are all deficiencies found during audits corrected in a timely manner?
Yes.
65. Are all records signed and dated by the appropriate member of the organization?
We do not do formal audits.

Installation, Servicing, and Instructions to Users
The information contained in the included user's manual is all that the end-user needs for safe
and effective use of the device. A trouble shooting guide and instructions for returning the
unit to the factory are also included.
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Appendix A
Sample of manufacturing procedures.
Incoming Source Activity Testing
8/28/08
Overview: Each source reading is saved in its own file. Read the background counts
before each batch. Also read source sn 551-102 (in house test standard) before each batch.
Read each source in the batch. Read 551-102 and background counts again after
completing each batch. Each read takes approx. 5 minutes. Update the Test results file for
the current year. Print the Test results report.

Tools:
HP53131A

Source Detector Assy #99

HP 6236B TRIPLE OUTPUT POWER SUPPLY

MS EXCEL

Assembly:

Connect the BNC cable from the TTL Output from the Source Test Detector #99 into
Channel l of the HP5313A.

TTI.

oui-rc.rr

JL

Make sure the RS232 Serial Cable is connected from the counter to the serial port of the
Computer.

Connect and apply +9V power to the Source Test Jig with the HP 6236B Lab Power
Supply.

Power the HP53131A, load setting RECALL 2.

Start EXCEL, open new SOURCE.XLT document.
Q
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Enable Macros in order to run MEASURE:

iJ tJ

Microsoft Excel

C: \ WINDOWS\Application Data\Microsoft\Templates\SOURCE .XLT contains
macros.

Macros may contain viruses. It is always safe to disable macros, but if the
macros are legitimate, you might lose some functionality .
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Enter the Date in the DATE field:

Data
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HP 53131 A DATA
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Source SN:
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The BUSTER serial numbers are assigned at this time. The next K9 SN can be determined
by finding the last K9 SN used. This will be in the test results file of the previous batch
(See section "Entering the Test Results").
Enter the BUSTER SN assigned to this Source (note that this field can be left blank for
background and 551-102 test source files):

D

c;i; Save &s.. .

a

[g, ~ ~ ~

M5
D

F

G

-·I
i--

Ready

--

& <:! ...., • "....

!

H

t.

f.

I:

I

t! U 0
J

K

L

M

Attach the shutter assembly to the test jig,

and o en the source.

Start the Serial->READ COUNTER task.

c

B

A

D

HP 53131 A DATA

-

Data = counts/2.5sec

E

DATE: 7f31/07

mean

StDev

StDevMeans
0

--~1------+------11------+----~---

1
2

0
0

s

0

0

3
0
0
- - - -- -------+----+------+----+-----..- - -....
4

0

------------+----+-----+----+-----~-----•1----

5
0
ch i
- - - --------t----------t----------r--------j'---"'<{

6

Data Plot

0

#DIV/O!

Distribution Plot

Serial - READ COUNTER (ctrl + R) task complete.
x

Save the file in the Source Data folder for the current year, e.g. C:\My Documents\Excel
Docs\Source Data 2007. Save As .. . Source SN is the file name.

Ht:i

Save As
Source Data 2007

J

1191-100-01.xls

3/1/07 9:37 A

iii 1191-100-02.xls
il! 1191-100-03.xls

90 KB Microsoft Excel .. . 3/1/07 9:46 AM ; '

~ 1191-100-04.xls

90 KB Microsoft Excel .. . 3/1/07 10:03 Al : ,

~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~

1191 - 100-06.xls

90 KB Microsoft Excel ••• 3/1/07 10:0B A< ;
90 KB Microsoft Excel .. . 3/1/07 10: 15 Al . ·

1191-100-07. xls

90 KB Microsoft Excel .. . 3/1/07 10:25 Al >

1191-100-0B.xls

90 KB Microsoft Excel .. . 3/1/07 10:30 Al ~::

1191-100-09.xls

90 KB Microsoft Excel .. . 3/1/07 10:35 Al

1191- 100- 10. xls

90 KB Microsoft Excel .. . 3/1/07 10:41 Af,!>

1191-100-100.xls

90 KB Microsoft Excel .. . 3/5/07 10:50 A1>!S

1191-100-101. xls

90 KB Microsoft Excel .. . 4/17/07 11:3B 1::.<

1191-100-05. xls

90 KB Microsoft Excel •.. 3/1/07 9:41 AM

,

:

'.::y

:§ti 1191-100-102. xls

90 KB Microsoft Excel .• . 4/17/07 12: 14 r~

~ 1191-100- 103.xls

90 KB Microsoft Excel ... 4/17/07 12:271.
l!IP

:;

wt' •

1239-22-B2.xls
Microsoft Excel Workbook (*.xis)

~ave

Cancel

If the file is a background reading, then the file name is: bkgnd#.xls where# is the
appended letter (next in series).

iJ 1£3

Save As

Modified
~
1/16/07 B:o1 M~;:;

bkgndA. xls

~ bkgndB.xls
~ bkgndC. xis

90 KB Microsoft Excel ... 1/1B/07 9:49 Al. .')
90 KB Microsoft Excel •. • 3/1/07 9:26 AM'fi

i.!J bkgndD.xls

90 KB Microsoft Excel .•. 3/5/07 10:55 Al:'X

~ bkgndE.xls

90 KB Microsoft Excel ... 4/17/07 11:171 ':i

i"' ·'

'1J bkgndF. xls

90 KB Microsoft Excel ••• 4/19/071:05Pr <

~ bkgndG. xls

90 KB Microsoft Excel .. • 5/25/07 10:191 ..

llJ bkgndH. xls
if! bkgndI. xls

90 KB Microsoft Excel .•• 7/30/07 B:50 A( :

~ bkgndJ .xls

90 KB Microsoft Excel .. . B/1/07 9:42

~ bkgndK.xls

90 KB Microsoft Excel .. . B/1/07 12:20 Pr.:;.:

90 KB Microsoft Excel ... 6/7/07 2:34 PM

If) bkgndL .xls

,

A~ ?:'.

90 KB Microsoft Excel .. . B/3/07 11:46 Al /';

~ test Results07. xls
~ TT-4B3 .xls

421 KB Microsoft Excel .. . B/B/07 10:04 Al ,'t'
90 KB Microsoft Excel .. . 4/19/07 12:541.

bkgndll.XLS
Microsoft Excel Workbook (*.xls)

Cancel

If the file is a test source reading, then the file name is: 551-102#.xls where# is the
appended letter (next in series).

'•

iI fE3

Save A s
Source Data 2007

Modified
90 KB Microsoft Excel •.. 8/ 1/07 9:26 AM'if."/
74 KB Microsoft Excel .. . 1/19/04 12:04 r''.7'.;

1239-22-99.xls

ID 551-102. XLS
~ 551-102a. XLS
Ill 551-102b.XLS

85 KB Microsoft Excel .. . 1/16/07 8:06 A l'. :~'
85 KB Microsoft Excel .. . 1/18/07 9 :42 Al''.':·

1:1} 551-102c.XLS

85 KB Microsoft Excel .. . 3/ 1/07 9:31 AM /

~ 551-102d.XLS

85 KB Microsoft Excel ... 3/5/07 10:59 #

~ 551-102e. XLS

85 KB Microsoft Excel .. . 4/19/07 12:561'.,-.

liJ 551-102f .XLS

.·.

85 KB Microsoft Excel .. . 4/19/07 l :OOPr /

~ 551-102g .XLS

85 KB Microsoft Excel •.• 6/7/072:18 PM :0;,

'1J 551-102h .XLS

85 KB Microsoft Excel ... 6/7/07 2:25 PM ~-.:~j
Af;'~;j,
85 KB Microsoft Excel •.. 7/30/07 8 •58
•
>._,.:

I;:) 551-102i.XLS
ll} 551-102j .XLS

85 KB Microsoft Excel .. . 8/1/07 9:36 AM::·:'.

~ 551-102k.XLS .
~ 551-1021. XLS

. 85 KB Microsoft Excel .. . 8/1/07 12:25 Pr:g
85 KB Microsoft Excel .. . 8/3/07 11 :38 Al :;_ '

551- 1021!.XLS
Microsoft Excel Workbook (* .xis)

Open the test results file for the current year, e.g. C:\My Documents\Excel Docs\Source
Data 2007\test Results07.xls (Test Results for 2007):
Q M1crosoll Excel

.

Insert FQrmat Iools !lata S.erial ~indow !:felp
Ctrl+N

!

test Results07. xis

~\My Do ... \CPU board rev 10 AccPac.xls
~\My Docu ... \CPU board rev 10 SOM.xis

i

\My ... \Remote board rev D AccPac.xls

iJ EJ

Open

1

;;;~So~u~rc::=:e=::Da~ta=2~0=07=:::=:::=:::=:::::::::::::!~~~~ ~ j G ~ LS IITrn •
J

1191-100-01.xls

Too[s •

~ 1191-100-02.xls

i!l 1191-100-03.xls

~ 1191-100-04.xls

IJ) 1191-100-05.xls
~ 1191-100-06. xls

in 1191-100-07.xls
~ 1191-100-08. xls

:§ll 1191-100-09.xls

ll! 1191 -100-10. xls
in 1191 -100-100.xls
~ 1191-100-101.xls
~ 1191-100-102.xls
1191-100-103.xls
1191-100-104.xls
~ 1191-100-105.xls

In

ILJ

test Results07.xlsl

Qpen

All Microsoft Excel Files (*.xi*; * .xis; *.xlt; * .htm; * .html; ,... ,

Cancel

Enter the test results for the batch, including the background tests and the in-house
standard 551-102 tests. Enter the results in chronological order.

Start by copying and pasting the test results for background.
COPY:

IS3 M1c ro s olt Excel - tes t Res ult s07

xis

~ Eile f.dit ~ew Insert F~rmat Iools Q.ata 2erial l!!lindow !::[elp

%0
~8~
ground
Cle~.r

538 12~
Q.elete ...
539 123
540 123· .. ~~ ~· ~
541 .1239-22-9~_
8/1/07
542 1239-22-97 I
8/1/07
-,.
543 1239-22-9Ef
8/1/07
--·544 1239-22-99 :
8/1/07
---- ~
545 1239-22-100 .
8/1/07
546 - - 551-102
547 --7f30/07
- ---- 548
549 Back round
5

c

in •

.-.o
.og
.oo +.

J

r.

D
99
98
98
91
98
94
98
103

E

F

07735
07736
07737
07738
07739
07740
07741
07742

0.94
0.92
0.91
0.92
0.87
0.93
0.96
0.97

06/01/07
06/01/07
06/01/07
06/01/07
06/01/07
06/01/07
06/01/07
06/01/07

Reference

27

0.93

•

l -.

------------

PASTE:

IS3 M1crosolt

Excel les t Res ult s 07 xis

_ E,ile Edit ~iew Insert FQ.rmat Iools Q.ata 2erial !!!£indow !:felp

r.
D
E
F
538 123
Cle~r
0.94
06/01/07
99
539 123
Q.elete .. ·
06/01/07
98
0.92
540 123
~
0.91
06/01/07
98
06/01/07
0.92
541 ) 239-22-9_§_ __!. __8
_/_1/0
_ 7_-+-_0_7_73_8--+_ _91_ __,__ _
_ _-+-----~
542 1239-22-97
J. ___
8/_
1/0_7____
07_
7_
39~_
0.87
06/01/07
98
06/01/07
543 1239-22-98 -i ' - -8/1/07
07740
0.93
94
----+--"-'---+---'---+------+---------t
06/01/07
0.96
544 1239-22-99
8/1/07
07741
98
545 1239-22-100
8/1/07
07742
103
0.97
06/01/07
-----+---~-----+--------t------ - - - 546
54 7 551-102
7f30/07
Reference
27
0.93
548 ~~-~.._--..._..__~~~--.-!----~~----~
1_ ~0.97
0000
549 Back..ground •
~/j /07
550
I

•

t=~ --------+------1-----t-----+-------1-------1

.L .

551
552

~--~~

Update the links to the files referenced.
In the case of Background and 551-102 the appended file name must be updated.
For Source files from the test batch, the filename must be updated.
UPDATE DATE column:

E3 Micro soft E><cel - test Resulls07 ><I s

543 1239-22-98 I
544 1239-22-99
:-.L545 1239-22-100 :

---i

546 -- - -----1
-----<-- ---- -

1

I

-j-

547 551-102 ·- - - - -7i3ol07Reference
27
0.93
-----+---1-------+------+---------+
548

UPDATE Assigned K9 SN Column:

E3 M1crosolt E><cel

te st RcsullsOl ><l s

_

'

A

539 -1239-22-94
I
-- - 540 1239-22-95 - - - - - - - + - - - - - + -l -541 g 39-:_221J6__ ·->-------+---~----t-------+------L_542 1239-22-97
I
543 1239-22-98 :
''
544 1239-22-9 9 ---r---------+------+--------t-------~-

---+-----+----------~--------~--

...

545 1239~2~-1 D_D_ L
546
'
-+------+----+------+-------1--------t, Reference
547 551-102
_:
7130/07
27 _-+_ _o~.9_3_ _~--548
0.97

----r- I

------r---

UPDATE Mean Counts Column:
Q

Mic rosoft Excel

tes t R es ult s07 xi s

.

A
B
C
D
E
F
539 1239-22-94
8/1AJ7
07736
98
0.92
06AJ1AJ7
-540 1239-22-95
8/1AJ7
07737 '
98
0.91
06AJ1AJ7
541 1239-22-96 I
8/1AJ7
07738
91
0.92
06AJ1AJ7
-----~------~------<----___,.------+----------+-542 1239-22-97 - - _?11AJ7 - - 07739 i _ _9_8 __ j___
0.87
- 06AJ1AJ[ __
5431239~-2~2_
-9_8_~--'
8/~
1AJ
_7_-+_0~7~
74~0'--l_---'9~4----1--0~.9~3'---+--~
06~AJ~1~AJ~7----1
544 1239-22-99
8/1AJ7
07741 I
98
0.96
06AJ1AJ7
545 1239-22-100
8/1AJ7
07742 '
103
0.97
06AJ1AJ7
546
-- - - -------+------<r------+------+-------+--547 551-102
7/30AJ7
Reference I
27
0.93
548
-- - ···-----+----+---'>-----t------___.._----·---+-8/1AJ7
0000

UPDATE the Chi Test Column:
Q

Mic ro soft Excel - tes t R es ul.t s07 xi s

- . ..

.

~ Elle !;.dit '.tiew [nsert FQ.rmat Iools Q.ata s_erial ~ndow tlelp

539 1239-22-94
8/1AJ7
07736
98
0.92
06AJ1AJ7
540 1239-22-95 I
8/1AJ7
07737
98
0.91
06AJ1AJ7
541 12~.: -2~-96-=-l_ 8/1AJ7
07738
91
0.92
06AJ1AJ7
542 ----1239-22-97
8/1AJ7
07739
98
0.87
06AJ1AJ7
- -- ·543 1239-22-98 I
8/1AJ7
07740
94
0.93
06AJ1AJ7
I
544 1239-22-99 ·-B /1AJ7
I 07741
98
0.96
06AJ1AJ7 -- --1--545 1239-22-{oo- · · --- B/1AJ7
07742
103
o.97
06AJ1AJ7
. ··-- - - -546
______J __ 547 -551-102
7/30AJ7
Reference
27
0.93
'
-- - 548
'
~~~ !!ackgroun( t::::_s1_1_AJ_7 ____o_o_oo-+--... -.-.~
1 ..---+----0-.9-7-.-.-~----------_=!-

! ---

.·

551

-.;2:.;:;0.;;.;07~\i.::B;;.;.k.w.;n.;.:d.;..;;k.::...;X=..;LS..,

i

------!--

Repeat the above for the Test source 551-102 results.
E3 Mic ro soft

539
540
541
542
543
544
545
546
547
548

Excel - tes t Re sull s07 xi s

1239-22-94

0.92
06/01/07
0.91
06/01/0
_ 7_ ___,
1239-22-96
_ 0._92_ _-+-----06/01/07 __ J _
1239-22-97
811-1!L~
o.87
06/01/07
1239-22'-'-9--=-8-~--"-8/'--'-1'-"
/0-'-7 --+'___;;;_07'--'-7-'40~,__-"94'---+-i_ __::0...9--=:. ;: 3--1----·0::..;:6c;_;ID;..;.1-'-"
ID-'7_-- --+'_ _
1239-22-99
8/1/07
I
07741
98
0.96
06/1J1/1J7
-1239-22-100
8/1/07
: 07742
103
0.97
061D11D7
1~39-2_
2-_
95

8/1/07
8f1/07
___ 8Jj /07 .

.

07736
98
07737 I
98
07738 i-_.9___1_
07739 ,.
98

H

-

551-102
- -- -

-

I
---~---+------

·Reference
7130/07
27
0.93
- -----+------+-------,.-----+-------t---

~~~ B_ackg~un~ . _ _8/1/07 --+--_
oo_o_o--+_ _ _ _ _ _ _
0._97_---+--8/1 ID7

0000

---_-=-_--_-_l-=-_ __

---+- -

1.04
='C:\M Documen

•

----L---

Copy and Paste the last source file from the previous batch.
COPY:
E3 M1c 1os olt

Excel - les t Res ull s 07 xi s
Y.iew Insert FQrmat Iools Q.ata ~erial w_indow t!.elp

549Background __,._____8_/1_/0_7_
55D

__,___oo_o_o_,____ _ _--+_ _ _
0._97_ _- - + - - - - - - - -

----+-------l----+------!----------<f-------

I

.

551 J3ackgI~lJ_J}Q_ _1----=-B'-'
/1-'-'
/0'-'7--+---"--DD"-"O--=-D----1--'-----+--1-'-.0_4'----+-------+--'
552
l
- - + - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - -- --553 551-102
I
27 ----+_ _o
_._99__ _
8/1/07
Reference
I
-- -·- - 1

PASTE:
Q

M1crosolt Excel - lest R esults07 xis

~ Eile ~dit :iiew Insert F~mat Iools ~ata ~erial W,indow !:!.elp

Cl c;i;

Save B_s ...

539 1239-22-94
8/1/07
07736
98
0.92
06/01/07
540 1239-22-95
8/1/07
07737
98
0.91
06/01/07
541 1239-22-96 _~ __8_11_10_7_-+-_o_77_3_8-+-_ _
91_ _.,...___o_.9_2 _--+_ _o_6/0
_ 1/0_7___ _
542 _1239-l2-97 __ _L_ 8/1/07
07739
98
0.87
06/01/07
-L
1
543 1239-22-98 I
8/1/07
07740
94
0.93
06/01/07
544 1:239~22~99 r - 8/1/07 ~-----0_
11~41
98
o.96
~-_0 6 /0/0_ 1/0/0 7 _-_ 1-~
545 f239~22-101[1 __ ~s71iDT
01z
103
o.97"-~
~
1 7
546 ----~-t------+--------+------+-----+--------+-'
547 551-102
7/30/07
Reference
27
0.93
--------1r----------1f------+-----+---'-----+-----~--4548
----- -· - - -~--------+---+-----f-------+--------+549 Ba~~ro~u~
nd=--~'-~8~
/1~/0~7--4----=oo~o~o~---'---+----'0~.9=7---1-------._
550
i
_ __.__ _ _ __...._ _ _ _ _ _ _ L
551 EJac_kground
8"---/1'-'/0- : 7_--+---=_:_
o =oo=-=0-1------'--------+--~1.-=-04-'------+-------- ___
552
:
-- - --'-------+-------1-------+--------1------~
553 --···551-102
8/1 /07
Reference
27
0.99
- --1--------+~:..c...:...;..:..;:__:_1----_.;::::c__--+--=-=-=----+----------l554
55 1239-22-100

1D .

1-- - _

06

1

Using the pasted data as a template, update the source SN, the links to the source file data
and the Source Mfg RAD DATE.

UPDATE SOURCE SN:
Q M1c1osolt Excel - test Re sult s07 xis
~dit

![,iew

27

Reference

0.93

- - - - - - - - - - - - - + - - - - _I _ , . . . - - - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - +
0.97
549 Backgro_!:!nj _ _ __§-'-/1"--/0'--'7---+---=o-"'oo
-"-"o'--,___-

----------!

550
'
551 Backgrol!rld __: _ _B_/1_/0_7_---+-_o_oo_o_ _ _ _ ____.___1_.0_4_ _+--_ _ _ _ _ _ I

~

553 ·551.:-102-.554
555 1191-40-01
556

8/1/07

27

Refe rence

I

I

.

fI.

0.99
I

_

_

l

UPDATE Links to source file :
Q M1crnsolt Excel - te st

!!]) E~e

He s ult ~ OI xi s

~dit '.l!,iew Insert F!lf'mat Iools Q.ata 2,erial ~ndow !jelp

-

7130/07
-------+-----i---

--- - - - - - - - - - - - + - - - - + - - - - - + - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - +

554
555
556

='C:\M Docum(

Q

Mrc rn solt E xce l · t es t R es ult sU7 xis

.

..

!nsert FQ.rmat

547
548
549
550

5.§1:.1~--~_7_
/3_
0/0
-'-7 --+'-'
R-'
ei-"er_
en'-c--'-e+--__2_7_ _+--_ _0_.9_3_ _+ - - - - - - - - +
. --·------------+-----1------+------1-------Bafkgr9und _,___]J_-'1/0
_ 7'-----+---'0=0-=00'---+----'----+-----'0-'-'.9'-'-7---+- _ _ _ __
·- --- - - - -: . - - - - - - ! - - - - - + - - - - ' ' - - - + - - - - - - + - - - - - - - ·
1

.,..,

. .

~-

..

· - --- - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - < > - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - +
Q

Mrcrnsoft Excel · te st R esult s07 xi s _

"' X .J
A

·

., ·

.

= = 'C:\My Documents\Excel Docs\Source Data 2007\[
B

C

D

E

.xls]Sheet1
F

541 1239-22-96
8/1/07
07738
91
0.92
06/01/07
542
1239-22-97
8/1
/07
07739
98
0.87
06/01 /07
'="'.+----- - - - - + - - - - - - + - - - - - I C - - - - - - - + - - - - - - ; - - - - - - - - - - t
543 1239-22-98 i
8/1/07
07740
94
0.93
06/01/07
06_/0_ 1_/0_7_---t
54412§9-22-_-9g----t--8-/1_/0_7_--+-,-0_7_7-41- - l - -9-8- - + - - -0-.9-6- - + - - l=~-----+----------+-------t-------+-------

5451239_-22-100 _L - ~11!0
_7___ , 07742
___ 1_03_
o.97
06/01/07
546
+-------+-------- --: Reference
547 551-102
7130/07
27
0.93
548
----l-------....,._---+------+-------+-------+
549 Background i _ _
8/_1/0
_ 7 _-+-_o_o_o_o ---+----"'""-f---o_.9_7_ _- + - - - - - - - - - +
550 --- - --1
·· ·i-· .
__,.------!----+-----+--------+-------+

551~ack.9!'.ound _~'__
8_/1_/0_7_-+-_
oo_o_o__,f-------+--1._0_4 _ _+--_ _ _ _ _ _ 1

552 -- .... - - - - - . - - - - - - 1 - - - - - + - - - - - + - - - - - - t - - - - - - - - - +
0.99
8/1/07
Reference
27
553 551-102
554
I

555
556

Q Micros oft Excel - te st Re s ult s07 xi s

1 100%

541 1239-22-9~ _ 8/1/07
542 1239-22-97 i
8/1/07
5431239-22-98~: - 8/1/07
544 1239-22:gg-- - 8/1/07
, 545 1239-22-100-~1- 811/07
546
-- --- -- -547 551-102
548

7130/07

~~~ ~ac-k_g-_i:_-o u-nd

07738
07739
07740
07741
07742

91
98
94
98
103
- ----- -

Reference

27

0.92
0.87
0.93
0.96
0.97
---

...

?

.xis ]Sheet1
F
06/01/07
06/01/07
06/01/07
_J
06/01/07
..:
I
06/01/07

-- ----- j

0.93

8_1_1J0=7===:==o=oo:=o:=:=+=_,~~~-~---_-:_r-_-_-_- o=.9=7==-=--+---==~
___

--+-,___
I

-;---

8/1/07

0000

1.04

---·--+----->-

~

Enter the correct source mfg date for the test batch:
E3 M1 c1osofl

Excel - te s t Re s ult s07 xi s

~ E.lle !;.dit ~ew Insert FQ.rmat Iools Q.ata s_erlal Wjndow tf.elp
Arial
['.] ~ Save {is ...

F555
541 1239-22-96
07738
91
0.92
06/01/07
-------+----+------+------t---------+542 1239-22-97
07739
98
0.87
06/01/07
---··--+.-----r-----+-----+-------+-------t543 1239-22-98
07740
94
0.93
06/01/07
-------+----r-------+------+------544 1239-22-99
07741
98
0.96
06/01/07
-- 545 1239-22-100
07742
103
0.97
06/01/07
- - --~----~---+------<------+--------+546
547 551-102
" __ _]_/3
_ 0_J0
_7____R
_e_fe_re_n_c_e t - -_ _
27_ _-+-_ _
0._9_3 _ _,__________ ·-- _
548
549~~ck9_!:.o~~8_
11_
J0_7_-+-_
oo_o_
o----j_____-+_ _o
_._97_ _-1------~
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Repeat this for all sources in the test batch.
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Enter the Reference Source 551-102 and Background data taken after completion of the
batch:
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Update the plots of mean count and std deviation
Select the Sheet labeled "plot of mean count column":
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Update the last cell in the column for the Data Range to include the new test data (the last
cell will be the final background count) .
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Chart of the Mean Count Column (D), the RED Line is the target activity:
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Update the last cell in the column for the Data Range to include the new test data (the last
cell will be the final background chi value):
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Save and Print the annual report to date, including the latest tests. Print the charts for the
mean counts, the standard deviations and the histograms.

Approved

Doug Broadwell
Operations Manager

Revised

Date

~CSECO
Campbell/Harris
SECURITY EQUIPMENT COMPANY

875-A Island Drive #356, Alameda, CA 94502-6768 USA Ph: 510-864-8010 Fx: 510-864-8013 info@cseco.com

USNRC
Attn: Hector Rodriguez-Luccioni, Ph.D.
Materials Safety Licensing Branch
Division of Material Safety, State, Tribal and Rulemaking Programs
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards.
Subject: Response to Request for Additional Information Docket# 030-38847
Dear Mr. Rodriguez-Luccioni:

Enclosed is our response to your request of July 29, 2015 for additional information on our
device evaluation. Most of the items have been responded to here but due to scheduling issues
a few will be addressed in the next few weeks. Included are a copy of our user's manual and
the procedures: Unit Leak Testing, Final Q.A., and Incoming Inspection.

Regards,

•

UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001

July 29, 2015
CS ECO
ATTN : Doug Broadwell
Operations Manager
875A Island Dr. #356
Alameda, CA 94502
SUBJECT:

REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION REGARDING CSECO EXEMPT
DISTRIBUTION LICENSE APPLICATION AND SEALDED SOURCE AND
DEVICE REGISTRATION CERTIFICATE APPICATION

Dear Mr. Broadwell:
The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff has reviewed the Campbell/Harris
Security Equipment Company (CSECO) exempt distribution license application dated
April 1, 2015, and sealed source and device safety evaluation dated June 11 , 2015. The staff
has determined that additional information is needed. In order to continue with our review,
please address the issues listed below.
Any correspondence regarding your application should reference the control number specified
below. Please submit the requested information within 30 days of the date of this letter. If we
have not received complete information within 30 days of the date of this letter, we will consider
your application as having been abandoned by you. This is without prejudice to the submission
of a complete application.
Please be aware that you may request that certain portions of your submittal to NRC be
withheld form public disclosure as proprietary information. To do this, you must execute an
affidavit as specified in 10 CFR 2.390, "Public inspections, exemptions, requests for
withholding. " You must list all portions that you wish to be held proprietary, along with your
reasoning as to why that is appropriate. While it is allowable, please refrain from submitting
proprietary information in support of a license unless necessary. Keep in mind that all NRC
licenses are considered to be in the public domain, and therefore may be viewed by any
member of the public who requests to see them.
In accordance with 10 CFR 2.390 a copy of this letter will be available electronically for public
inspection in NRC's Public Document Room or from the Publicly Available Records (PARS)
component of NRC's document system (ADAMS). ADAMS is accessible from the NRC web site
at http://www.nrc.gov/NRC/ADAMS/index.html (the Public Electronic Reading Room).

D.Broadwell
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If you have any questions regarding the Sealed Source and Device Registration you can contact
Tomas Herrera at (301) 415-7138 or by email at Tomas.Herrera@nrc.gov. For questions
related to the exempt distribution license, please contact me at (301) 415-6004 or email at
Hector.Rod rig uez-Luccion i@nrc.gov.
Sincerely,

/RAJ

Hector Rodriguez-Luccioni , Ph.D.
Materials Safety Licensing Branch
Division of Material Safety, State, Tribal
and Rulemaking Programs
Office of Nuclear Material Safety
and Safeguards
Docket No. 030-3884 7
Mail Control No. 587152

Doug Broadwell
Operations Manager
CS ECO
030-38847
A. REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION REGARDING EXEMPT DISTRIBUTION
LICENSE AND SEALED SOURCE AND DEVICE REGISTRAITON (SSD) CERTIFICATE
1. On the NRC form 313, under section 3, "Address where licensed material will be used or
possessed," CSECO stated that this section is not applicable but that your physical address
is 2209 Harbor Bay Parkway, Alameda, CA 94502. For exempt distribution licenses the
address under section 3 is the address where the exempt devices will be distributed from.
In your SSD application, under "Applicant" it identified two addresses: a mailing address and
a physical address. Please provide the address where the device will be distributed from
and where the device will be manufactured.

This was a misunderstanding on our part, we assumed it was asking for the end user
address. The correct address is our physical address stated above.
2. In your license and SSD application, CSECO stated that the devices used a sealed source
of 0.37 MBq (10 µCi) or less of Ba-133 and you made a reference to the Sealed Source and
Device registration certificate CA0207D101 B. The sources registered under CA0207D101 B
have a maximum activity of 37 MBq (1 mCi) and 3.7 MBq (100 µCi) . The SSD application
also includes a tolerance of ± 10% and the license application under the labeling section
indicates that typically the activity of the source is 0.2775 MBq (7 .5 µCi). The NRC only
includes the maximum activity of the byproduct material in the registration certificate and the
license. Please clarify the maximum activity of byproduct material in your device.

The maximum activity will be 0. 37MBq.
3. In your application, under "Condition of Use" you stated that the device was prototype tested
in accordance with ANSI N538 (1979) and that it was assigned the classification
ANSl-95-675-785-R2, however the application did not include the prototype test results.

These tests were done before the company was sold to the current owners, we do not have
access to the test results.
The NRC may accept one of the following methods to demonstrate the product ability to
maintain its integrity when subjected to conditions of normal use and likely accident
conditions: (1) testing a prototype of the product, (2) performing an engineering analysis, (3)
operational history of the product, or (4) comparison to a similar or equivalent model
previously reviewed and registered. Please note that Section 10.5 of Volume 3, Revision 1
of the NUREG-1556 series provide guidance on each of these methods.
As requ ired under 10 CFR 32.30(b)(11) and 10 CFR 32.30(b)(12) please provide the
procedures and results of prototype testing , or provide one of the other acceptable methods
of prototype testing , of the device to demonstrate the effectiveness of the containment,
shielding , and other safety features under both normal and severe conditions of handling ,
storage, use and disposal of the device.

The product has been sold and in use for over 25 years and even though run over by trucks
-1
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and the tracks of bulldozers and dropped many times, there has never been any failure in
the containment and integrity of the radioactive source and the shutter mechanism. This
should qualify under item 3 above: "operational history of the product".
4. As required under 10 CFR 32.30(b)(15) please provide a copy of CSECO's quality
assurance program. The quality assurance program must ensure that: (a) the materials of
construction and the final assembly meet the design specifications; (b) the final product is
leak test; (c) a final radiation profile is performed, (d) a test that verifies the product operates
as intended, including all safety functions is performed; and (e) a visual and mechanical
inspection of components that are considered critical to safety or are expected to be
susceptible to failure under extreme or unusual conditions must be performed. Please see
NUREG-1556, Volume 3, Revision 1, Section 10.7, "Quality Assurance and Quality Control,"
for more information.

Attached are documents Unit Leak Testing.doc, Final QA.doc, and Incoming
Inspection.doc that address these issues.
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B. REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION REGARDING EXEMPT DISTRIBUTION
LICENSE
This information is required by 1O CFR 32.30, "Certain industrial devices containing byproduct
material: Requirements for license to manufacture, process, produce, or initially transfer."
1. Please provide a copy of your current possession license from the State of California.
See below.
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caUtomia OepMtment of 'Public tt..wi

Sute of Callfomla·Health and Welfare Agency

Page 1 of 4 pages
RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL LICENSE

b«elolOn,,,..

P!usuant to #re cal/fOmla Code of R*llUldons, Dlv191on 1, Tltfe 17, Ch.,.,. 5, ~ 4, Group 2, UCflllaing ot Rlldloedive ,,.,.,,.,_ and
In twllance on mtwments and nptMMtalions
by tb• Hcensee, a licenM Is hetllby Issued authorizing ,,,. tlcwt"8 U> Neffve,
UM, poaaau, tr.nafw, or dlspou of mllo11cllvw trJlllWilll lilli.d below; Md to .,.. auch ndOllCtlve ,,.,.,,.,., for Ill• purpou(~ .,,d llf fhe
pJllcN(•) deslfl'Jllted below. This llcense Ts aub}tlct ·to ell eppl/Cllble " " "· reg~ and ordets of th• Cllllfomlll Depllttment of Publlc
Health .now or bwwller In effltct and to 1111y standllrd or spet:l1lc candltlon specJlled In this Ileen...
1. Licensile

CampbelV Harris Security Equipment Company

3. License Number

2. Address

875-A lsland Drive #356

4, Expiration dale

Albin/ion:

Alameda, CA 94502-6768
Anthony Harris
Radiation Safety Officer

5. Inspection egency

Amendment Numbltr :

24

4147-01
February 17, 2019
Radiologic Health Bran.ch
North

(5)

Liceme Nttmber 4147-01 is hereby amended as follows:
6. Nuclide

7. Form

8. Possession Limit

A. Cobalt-57

A. Sealed source

One source not to exceed
I millicurie.
B. One source not to exceed
I millicurie.
c. One .source not to exceed
I miJlicurie.
D. One source not to exceed
1 millicurie.

B. Cesjum-137

B.

c. Americium-241 c.
D. Cobalt-60

D.

E.

Barium-133

E.

F:

B.arium-133

F.

G. Cobalt-57

9.

G.

A

(New England Nuclear LE 3 J6)
Sealed source
(Arnersham C.OC.700)
Sealed source
(Amersbam AMC.02)
Sealed sources, manufactured, labeled packaged. and
distributed in accordance with a specific license issued to lhe
manufacturer by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission or
an Agreement State.
Sealed sources (Amersham BDC 700 Dup0nt NER-474 or IPL
Models 225, GFS and A3902)
ealed sources manufactured and distributed in accordance
with a specific license issued to the manufacturer by the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commissfon or an Agreement State.
Sealed sources, manufactured and distributed in accordance
with a specific license issued to the manufacturer by the U.S.
Nuclear Remdatory Commission or an Aweement State.

i

E. 200 sources not to exceed
1 millicurie each.
E. 50 sources not to ex.ceed
I millicurie each.

F. 50 sources not to exceed
1 millicurie eacb.

Authorized Use
A.-D.

To be used a components in the development of prototype gauges.

E.

To be used as components for the manufacture, and development of prototype gauges, demonstrat.ion,
training, maintenance, aod distribution ofK series gauges to specific licensees oftbe NRC or Agreement
States.

F. & G.

To be used as components of gauges for storage and disposal.
LICENSE CONDJTJONS

10. Radioactive material shall be used only et the following locations:
(a) 2209 Harbor Bay Pkwy, Alameda. CA
(b) Tempof8JY job sites of the licensee in areas not under exclusive federal jurisdiction throughout the State of

CaJifomia.
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State of c.llfomla-Heallh arid Human Servlcaa Ageney

California Depllltment of Public HtlMth

Page 3 of 4 pages
RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL LICENSE

Ur.ense .Number:

4147-01

AmendmentNumber: 24

19. The licensee shall distribute only sealed sources and/or devices for which a Sealed Source and Device Registry
Certificate has been issued by the California Department of Health Services, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, or other Agreement State. Sealed sources and/or devices distributed must adhere to the design
specifications described in the Sealed Source and Device Registry Certificate. Any changes in the design or
specifications of these sealed sources and/or devices require the manufacturer to apply for and receive an amendment
to the Sealed Source and Device Registry Certificate prior to distribution. The licensee may distribute sources and/or
devices without a Sealed Source and Device Registry Certificate provided the recip.ient is authorized to possess such
items by license condition or applicable State or Federal regulations and laws.
20.

This license does not authorize distribution of radioactive material pw-suant to Title 17, California Code of
Regulations, Sections 30180 and 30192 through 30192.6 or equivalent provisions of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commiss.ion or Agreement States.

21. Before radioactive materials may be used at a temporary job site at any federal facility tbejurisdietio.nal status of the
job site must be detennined. If the jurisdictional status is unknown, the federal agency should be contacted to
determine if the job site is under exclusive federal j urisdiction. A response shall be obtained in writing or .a record
made of the name and title of the person at the federal agency who provided the determination and the date that it
was provided. Authomation for use of radioactive materials at the job sites under exclusive federal jurisdiction shall
be obtained either by:
(e) Filing an NRC Form-241 in accordance with the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 10, Part 150.20 (b),
"Recognition of Agreement State Licenses", or
(d) By applying for a specific NRC license.
Before radioactive material can be used at a temporary job site in another State, autbomation shall be obtained from
the State if it is an Agreement State, or from the NRC for any non-Agreement State, either by filing for reciprocity or
applying for a specific license.
22.

Except for alpha sources, the periodic leak test required by Condition 15 does not apply to sealed sources that are
stored and not being used. The sources excepted :from this test shall be tested for leakage prior to any use or transfer
to another person WI less they have been leak tested within six months prior to the date of use or transfer.

23.

The licensee shall conduct a physical inventory every six months to account for aJJ sealed sources and/or devices
received and possessed under the 1icense. Records of the inventories shall be maintained for inspeeiion, and may be
disposed of following Department inspection.

24. At least 30 days prior to vacating any address of use listed in Condition 10 of this license, the licensee shall provide
written notification thereof to the California Department of Public Health, in .accordance with Title 17, California
Code of regulations, Section 30256 (b).
25. A copy of this license and a copy of all records and documents pertaining to this license shall be maintained available
for inspection at 2209 Harbor Bay Pkwy, Alameda, CA.
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s - of Callfomla-HHlth and Human Sarvlcft Agency

California Departmant of PubUc ·Hemlth

Page 4 of 4 pages
RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL LICENSE

LicenseNumbe.r:

4147-01

Amend.men! Number: 24

26. The licensee will provide the Low Level Radioactive Waste (LLRW) reports specified in the California Health and
Safety Code section 115000.1 (h) to the California Department of Public HeaJth (CDPH) on an annual basis for both
shipped and stored LLRW. Alternatjvely, LLRW shipment information may be provided on a per shipment basis.
LLRW shipment information and annual reports shalJ be mailed to:
Attn: LLRW Tracking Program
California Department of Pub1ic Health
Radiologic Health Branch MS 7610
P.O. Box 997414
Sacramento, CA 95899-7414

For the California Department of Public Health

Date:

By:
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2.

In your application dated April 1, 2015, you stated that the estimated annual sales of the
device is 500 units and therefore the maximum total quantity of material for this level of
sales is 18.5 MBq . You also stated that the actual quantity will probably be 13.9 MBq as
your standard product uses 0.2775 MBq of material. Please provide the basis for your
calculations, there seems to be an inconsistency. For your calculations use the maximum
activity of byproduct material in your device.

You are correct, we made an error in our calculation, the quantity per year should be
185MBq.
3. In your application dated April 1, 2015, you stated that the estimated exposure to an
individual using the device full time is from 15 to 20 µSv/year. Assuming the technicians
spend 15 minutes swapping electronics at a working distance of 30 cm they would receive a
dose of 0.015 µSv/15 minutes or 0.06 µSv/hr. Please provide the basis for your
calculations.

From the radiation profile recently taken (see Description of ProducUConstruction # 17 below)
the average exposure at 30cm is 0.05 uSvlhr which corresponds to a 15 minute exposure of
0.0125 uSv.
The values of 15 - 20 uSvlyear were made by the prior owners. They made a calculation
similar to: taking into account vacations, holidays, sick days, personal days, etc. that a fulltime person would work 48 weeks =240 days. The people that would use the unit the most
would be Customs and Border Patrol, and that for an 8 hour day they typically would only
actively use the unit for 1.5 hours. Assuming a working distance of 30cm (typically the
distance is somewhat longer than that) they would receive an exposure of 0. 05 uSv/Hr x 1. 5
hours= 0.075 uSv/Oay x 240 days= 18 uSvlyear.
4. 10 CFR 32.31(a)(4) requires that applicants shall demonstrate that the device is designed
and will be manufactured so that in use, handling, storage, and disposal of the quantities of
exempt units likely to accumulate in one location, including during marketing, distribution,
installation, and servicing of the device, the probability is low that the containment, shielding ,
or other safety features of the device would fail under such circumstances that a person
would receive an external radiation dose in excess of 5 mSv (500 mrem), and the probability
is negligible that a person would receive an external radiation dose or committed dose of
100 mSv (10 rem) or greater. In your application you made reference to your response for
10 CFR 32.30(b)(14) which only gives the results under the circumstances of a fire. Please
provide the results under all conditions stipulated in 10 CFR 32.31 (a)(4).

With the small size of the source and its containment in a tungsten carbide shutter, it is hard
to imagine a failure mechamism that would cause exposure to a person in excess of 5 mSv
nor 100 mSv. We will attempt to write a more complete analysis by September 151h.
5. You submitted an affidavit dated June 26, 2015 to withhold proprietary information of the
Application for Device Evaluation and Registration submitted in June 2015. Portions of your
applications for the exempt distribution license dated April 1, 2015, were marked as...
-r
t:.nc 1osure

proprietary information. The affidavit submitted in June cannot be used for the exempt
distribution license application because it only reference the Application for Device
Evaluation and Registration. In order for the NRC to withhold the information included in the
exempt distribution license application from public disclosure, you must execute an affidavit
as specified in 10 CFR 2.390. You must list all portions that you wish to be held proprietary,
along with your reasoning as to why that is appropriate.

We have decided to drop this request.
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C. REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION REGARDING SEALED SOURCE AND
DEVICE REGISTRATION CERTIFICATE
General
1. In your application, under "Model Number" you provided "K91 O" however throughout the
application the device is referred to as the "K910G Buster". Please clearly identify the
correct model number.

The correct description should be the "K9 Family of Portable Gamma Detectors". All
units in this family use the same enclosure and shutter mechanism. Currently we have
the K910B which utilizes a 10uCi source and PMT/Crystal detector, and the K910G
which utilizes a 7.5uCi source and SiPM/Crystal detector.
2. In your application, under "Condition of Use," CSECO referred to the K9 family of Portable
Gamma Detectors. Please clarify whether CSECO intends to register a series of devices or
if CSE CO only intends to register the Model K91 OG as an exempt device. If CSE CO intends
to register a series of devices, please provide a description of the devices, along with a
description of differences between those devices and the K91 OG detector. A table format is
preferred.

See # 1 above.
Description of Product/Construction
3. Provide a detailed description of the construction of the product as well as the use and
function of the Model K91 OG device. This may be similar to the description in CSECO's
registration certificate CA-0207-D-101-B.

The K910G device is identical to the description in CA-0207-0-101-B except as
mentioned in # 1 above.
4. Based on the information provided, it is our understanding that when the button that is
pressed to rotate the source to the exposed position is released, the source will return to the
shielded position. Please confirm that our understanding is correct. If not, please provide a
description on how the source will return to the shielded position.

Your understanding is correct, the shutter mechanism is spring loaded and the source is
shielded whenever the button is not actively pressed. The shutter cannot be locked in the
open position.
5. In your application, drawing number RDK9-002-D is labeled as "K910B- External".
However, the label of the device in drawing number RDK9-002-D references the Model
K91 OG BUSTER. Clarify if the drawing for Model K91 OB is identical to the Model K91 OG that
CSECO is seeking to register.
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See # 1 above.
6. Since CS ECO is seeking registration for the Model K91 OG device as an exempt product,
please provide a description of any tamper resistant features that would prevent access to
or removal of the Ba-133 radioactive source.

The screws that hold the bottom enclosure are hidden beneath a Velcro foot pad. The
source capsule is securely glued into the tungsten carbide rotor which is very difficult to
break.
7.

In your application , you stated that "The source capsule is glued into the 0.125" diameter
0.20" deep counter-bore." Please describe the type of glue that CSECO will use to attach
the source capsule to the rotor. In addition please describe any other features that would
prevent the source capsule from becoming dislodged from the rotor.

The adhesive used is OAP# 73886 100% silicone. In 25 years of production there has never
become dislodged.
8.

In your application, under "Condition of Use" you stated that the source capsules have the
ANSI N542-1977 classification 77C44222. Please provide the manufacturer(s) of the sealed
source(s) and the sealed source model(s) that will be used in the Model K910G device.

The manufacturer is Eckert & Ziegler Isotope Products model BA339020011 OUA.
9. In your application, under "Product Construction" you stated that "the shutter mechanism
has an automatic spring return to close the shutter." Based on the information provided , it is
our understanding that once the button to open the shutter is released, the shutter will return
to the closed position. Please confirm that the shutter cannot be locked in the open position .

The shutter cannot be locked in the open position.
10. Please discuss whether there is the potential for corrosion between unlike materials used in
the construction of the Model K91 OG device.

The open circuit potentials among the tungsten carbide and nickel of the shutter assembly
and the stainless steel trunnion plates are low, meaning that they are not very subject to
galvanic corrosion should they be exposed to an electrolyte such as salt water. The nickel
pushrod is insulated from the cast aluminum case by the powder-coating on the case.
11. Provide an engineering drawing specifically indicating the location of the source within the
rotor.

Below are drawings showing the relative position of the source in the rotor and its
location in the unit as a whole. Because of the availability of our CAD consultant, we will
supply a drawing specifically showing the source location in the rotor by September 15.
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Pos"tion of Shutter Mechanism
and Source Inside of Device

12. Please provide an engineering drawing with the cross section of the device that
demonstrates the mounting of the rotor assembly within the device. The drawing should
list/identify the components within the device.
Because of the schedule of our CAD consultant, we will supply this drawing by
September 151h.
-11
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Labeling
13. In your application under "Labeling, " you provided a sample label for the Model K91 OG
device. Please provide the dimensions for the labeling as well as confirming the colors that
will be used.
The colors of the label are a magenta radiation symbol on a yellow background. The size is

1-318" x 1-318".

~CSEC O
875·A Island Dr
Alameda
CA
94502
USA

510-884-8010
www.cseco.com
lnfo@cseco.com

K91 OG BUSTER
Contraband 6 • Contains
.:.._ Radioactive
Detector

~

Material

S/N
DATE
MBq BA133

14. The label provided in your application, indicated that the device would contain 100 µCi or
less. In your application, you indicated that the activity for the Model K910G is 10 µCi or
less of Ba-133. Please provide a copy of the final label indicating the correct device activity.
In the original license application with the State of California the detector was not nearly as
sensitive as was used when production started so the original source size was 1OOuCi or less,
the correct activity is 1OuCi or less. The actual activity is laser inscribed into the above label
and will be either 0.37 MBq or 0.2775 MBq

Conditions of Use
15. Please describe the actions to be taken when the product reaches the end of its working life.
In our California State License, the user can either return the unit to us for disposal or
dispose of it through an agency that is duly licensed to dispose of this equipment. Under the
USNRC license, as with similar units sold by other manufacturers, the units can either be
returned to us for disposal or the user can remove the radioactive label the dispose of the unit
as normal garbage.

16. Please provide the maximum allowable temperature, vibration , and shock during use,
handling, storage, and transport.
We will provide this by September 151h.

Radiation Profile
17. In your application, under "Radiation Profile" you provided the measure maximum exposure
at 5 cm and 30 cm . Please the type of survey instrument, the date that the surveys were
-12
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taken, and the calibration date of the instrument. In addition please provide the survey
measurements at the surface of the gauge and 100 cm from the gauge (with the shutter
open and with the shutter closed), or provide justification why the surveys were not taken at
those distances.

The original measurements were taken at 5 cm and 30 cm in a calibrated ionization
chamber; this took place before the company was purchased in 2007 and we do not have
access to that original data.
Below is the table of measurements. The measurements were taken with a Radiation Alert
model Monitor 4, serial number 42001, calibrated on 618115. Measurements were taken on
each surface at the point closest to the source. The measurement on the Base with the
shutter open is in the middle of the radiation beam. All measurements below 1 uSv were
taken by counting the number of pulses over 1 minute, there is obviously a Jot of statistical
variation at this low a count rate.

Top

Bottom

Shutter End

Detector
End

Face

Base

Surface

0.32 uSv

0.10 uSv

0.36 uSv

0.04 usv

0.07 usv

0.55 uSv

Scm

0.24 uSv

0.06 usv

0.10 uSv

0.01 usv

0.05 uSv

0.25 uSv

!:I

30cm

0.04 uSv

0.05 uSv

0.06 usv

0.04 uSv

0.04 uSv

0.06 usv

VI

lOOcm

Background

Background

Background

Background

Background

Background

c

Surface

0.23 uSv

1.50 uSv

0.26 uSv

0.10 uSv

0.03 uSv

30 uSv

0

Scm

0.06 uSv

0.37 uSv

0.10 uSv

0.01 uSv

0.02 usv

5 uSv

!:I

30cm

0.04 uSv

0.04 usv

0.02 usv

0.03 usv

0.01 usv

0.33 usv

lOOcm

Background

Background

Background

Background

Background

0.04 usv

"C
CV
UI
0

u...

.c

CV

Q.

...

.c
VI

Installation
18. From the drawings in your application, there does not appear to be an opening for the
radiation beam. Please confirm our understanding.

There is not a direct opening for the radiation beam, when the shutter is open the
radiation beam travels through the bottom of the aluminum enclosure.
Accompanying Documentation
19. Please provide final copy of the user manual that is provided to your customers for the
Model K91 OG device.

Will be supplied with our hard copy response.
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Leak Testing K9 Series Busters
8/24/15

1. Before the final assembly of the bottom enclosure the shutter assembly needs to be leak tested.

2. Dampen the end of the leak-test swab with a little bit of mild detergent solution. Swab around the
shield and rotor, open the rotor and swab around the opening where the source is. Write the serial
number of the unit on the packet using a permanent ink pen, return the swab and seal it. Log the unit
in the leak-test log.

3. When the production batch is done, ship the set ofleak-test kits to the test house.

4. When the results come back, any unit(s) that exceed 185 Bq (0.005 uCi) must be pulled from
production and quarantined in the locked source cabinet. Inform one of the Radiation Safety officers
of the event - they will survey the production areas for any potential contamination. Indicate the test
results in the leak-test log.

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION - DO NOT COPY OR DUPLICATE
rhis document is rnnfidential information or CS ECO and cannot bl' divulgl·d or copied without thl' expressed writll'll
persons authorized to do so hy CS ECO.
Unit Leak Te~ting.doc

con~cnt

of

Incoming Inspection
8/24/15

1. The critical components for the correct operation of the source shutter are the shield housing, rotor,
left and right trunnion plates, and the actuator rack. Test jigs are used to confirm dimensional
accuracy and visual inspection is used to check for non-dimensional defects. Place all rejected parts
in the applicable bin on the rejections shelf.

2. Because there is zero tolerance for defects in these parts, and because of production lead-time
constraints, 100% of parts will be inspected. If initial parts from a lot have high rejection ratio, over
10%, inform the Operations Manager to make the decision of whether to complete inspection of the
remaining parts or whether the entire lot will be rejected.

3. The trunnion plate jigs confirm the correct location of their holes. If the parts will not fit in the jig
either the holes are in the wrong location or they are too small. Visually inspect the holes and
confirm that there is a close fit between the holes and the jig; if it is loose use a Vernier caliper to
measure and see if it exceeds the tolerance on the current part drawing.

4. For the shield housing the jig will confirm overall dimensions and location of mounting holes. Place
the housing in all 4 jig locations. Mounting holes that are too small will be obvious when mounting
the unit.

5. Place the rotor in its jig and confirm that it fits and is not loose; if it is loose use a Vernier caliper to
measure and see if it exceeds the tolerance on the current part drawing. Flip the part over to test the
other side.

CONFfDFNTIAL INFORMATION - DO NOT COPY OR DUPLICATE
lhi~

dununcnt is confidential information nrC"\l:CO and cannot he divulged or rnpied without thl' expressed 'l.\·ritten con~cnt of
per~nn~ authori/CU to uo so hy CSEC<)
1ncoming Inspc1.:li<rn .doc

Final QA
8/24/15

1. The follow procedures must be performed on all units prior to shipment.

2. Confirm that the shutter opens and closes without binding and that the shutter fully closes.

3. Place the unit in the rad profile jig. Using a calibrated survey meter (be sure the meter is with the
current calibration period) verify that no reading exceed the value indicated on the jig for both shutter
closed and shutter open at all 6 locations on all 3 axes. If any reading exceeds the limit value, inform
the Operations Manager.

4. Consult the leak-test log to confirm that the leak-test results are back and within specifications.

5. Verify that the unit generates reasonable readings.

6. Fill in the applicable fields in the Unit QA Traveler and file.

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION - DO NOT COPY OR DUPLICATE
This document is confidential information ofCSECO and cannot be divulged or copied without the expressed writ1cn con ... cnt of
persons authori zeu to do so by CSECO.
Final QA.doc
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- l;ongratulations We welcome you to the family of users of CSECO Law Enforcement Products.

We work only with Law Enforcement Officers
· CSECO manufactures products for and sells exclusively to the Law Enforcement
Agencies worldwide . CSECO does not have business interests other than for the Law
Enforcement Agencies.

Our products are thoroughly field tested
Our products are developed expressly for the requirements of Law Enforcement
Officers and are continually updated using the ideas and suggestions based upon
input from the experience of field officers who use our equipment.

We welcome your comments and suggestions.
All good ideas originate in the field . It is our task at CSECO to translate your ideas
·into practical production formats.
Please feel free to call or write our offices at any time.

""'
Tony Harrts

President, CSECO
©20015 Campbell/ Harris Security Equipment Company. All rights reserved. No reproduction of any
portion of this Operator's Manual may be made without the written permission of Campbell / Harris
Security Equipment Company.
" Buster", " RAD-AWARE" , and "Buster-On-A-Stick" are Registered Trademarks of Campbell/ Harris
· Security Equipment Company.
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WARRANTY
The K91 OG Buster and its accessory items manufactured by CSECO are warranted for parts and
labor against factory defects for a period of one year after date of shipment. This warranty does not
cover normal wear and tear nor misuse. The warranty is limited only to replacement of parts and
labor at the factory. No other warranties , express or implied, are given. CSECO is not responsible
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The device must be returned to the factory freight prepaid to obtain warranty repairs and will be
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warranties and these manufacturers' warranties are passed on to the end user by CSECO without
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SECTION ONE
K910G BUSTER
OPERATOR'S INSTRUCTIONS
1.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The K91 OG Portable Contraband Detector permits trained inspectors to locate hidden
contraband inside a suspicious object when the eye can only see the surface of the object.
The K91 OG also permits the inspector to rapidly clear a suspicious object when no
contraband is present, thus avoiding the loss of time in dismantling an object to look inside
when there is no contraband present.
The K91 OG improves on the venerable K91 OB with a 25% smaller radioactive source and
Lead-Free construction with no loss of sensitivity.

2.

BASIC EQUIPMENT LIST
K91 OG BUSTER CONTRABAND DETECTOR with Backlighted Display
Calibration Standard
Headset with cable
Instruction Manual, Test Certificate
Permanent Shipping/Storage Case
Spare Alkaline 9V Battery, Phillips Screwdriver, Mylar Overlay, Velcro Pad

2.1

Optional Equipment
Model K9-150B EXTENSION ARM with Remote Display

3.

4.

See Para 6.32

INFORMATION FOR GETTING STARTED
•

The K91 OG is always ready to use and requires no mechanical adjustments. A periodic
calibration check, performed by the user, is desirable.

•

The K91 OG automatically shuts off when the trigger is released and may be put away
immediately when use is completed .

•

The external audible "BEEP" is shut off when the headset is plugged in.

•

The use of Alkaline Dry Cell Batteries is recommended (see section 8.2).

GETTING STARTED - HOW TO USE THE K91 OG
FIRST:

Read ALL of Paragraph 5.

1
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Paragraph 5. explains the principles and features of the K91 OG.
Do not attempt to operate the K91 OG until you have read through Paragraph
5. Then go to Paragraph 6. which provides a logical sequence of operations
for ease of learning.

THEN:

Perform the Experiments in Paragraph 6.

Paragraph 6. takes the user step by step through the operation of the K91 OG,
and its controls, simulating actual field conditions.

Prepare a Sample

Before running the experiments in Para 6. it is suggested that the user obtain
approximately 1/2 to 1.0 kilo (I - 2 lb) of sugar in a strong plastic bag . Form
the bag into a compact block and tape the bag firmly to prevent loss. The
sugar has approximately the same performance response with the K91 OG as
will most explosives, narcotics, and other organic contraband materials.
A bound 50mm (2") stack of cut paper will simulate money.
An unloaded weapon can be used for a weapon sample.

5.

HOW DOES THE K910G WORK? PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION
When the K91 OG is placed on a suspect surface and the trigger is pressed "ON", a narrow
beam of gamma energy is emitted into the suspect object.
If the space beneath the surface of the object is empty and no "mass" or dense material is
present, the beam of energy will pass through and disperse. The reflected energy scattered
back to the detector will be low and the Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) will read low numbers.
If the space beneath the surface of the object is filled with material, the reflected energy will
be high and the LCD will read high numbers.
If the K91 OG is slowly moved across the surface, changes in density of the material beneath
the surface will be displayed by changes in the LCD numbers, (Note that the energy source
emits energy in a random fashion and a small amount of variation in the display reading is
normal.)

5.1

Three Modes of Operation Are Available:
RAW DATA MODE

Pressing the Trigger automatically places the K910G in RAW DATA MODE.
In this mode, the K910G constantly displays a reading proportional to the density of the
material below the surface. The "Beeper" does not sound.

2
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SCAN MODE

A single press of the MODE Button places the K91 OG into SCAN MODE.
The density value (LCD number) present at the time of pressing the MODE button is stored
as a data base and the Beeper will now alarm if the density of the object significantly
changes above or below the stored data base as the K91 OG is moved across the surface.
(Normal random energy variations are ignored.)
ZERO SCAN MODE

A second press of the MODE button places the K91 OG into ZERO SCAN MODE.
The microprocessor substitutes "O" (Zero) on the LCD for the stored density value.
Changes in density in the object as the K91 OG is moved over the surface, will now be
displayed as plus/minus values above and below "Zero" to directly indicate the changes of
density.

EXAMPLE:
The following table presents typical LCD readings of a K910G on a normal 1" (25mm) thick
wooden desk top , with a hidden object fastened to the underside of the desk top, and with
the desk top hollowed out to conceal a hidden material, in each of the three Modes:

RAW DATA

5.2

SCAN MODE

ZERO SCAN

Typical reading on
normal desk top

40

40

0

Object hidden under
desktop

60

60

+ 20

Hollow space within
desk t<?P

20

20

- 20

Beeper On/Off

Off

On

On

Sensitive Measurement Area
The sensitive measurement area of the K91 OG is the center one half of the base of the
device.
Do not point the base of the K91 OG towards persons within a distance of 1 Meter (3') when
the trigger is pressed.
Radiated gamma energy is emitted directly from the base of the K91 OG when the trigger is
pulled. The radiation cannot be seen or felt but it is there! The radiation is turned off
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(shielded) when the trigger is released, automatically closing the internal shutter.

5.3

Audible Tone (Beep)
When the K91 OG is placed in SCAN MODE or ZERO SCAN MODE, the audible tone, or
beeper, is activated. A fast beep will be heard when the density of the object changes more
than the normal statistical variation of the energy source. The trip point of the beeper is
automatically adjusted by the microprocessor to work equally well on objects of high and low
density.
The beeper does not sound when the headset is plugged in.

5.4

Display
The LCD DISPLAY provides a numerical read-out of the reflected energy. Various objects
will exhibit a characteristic reflected value. With experience, the trained inspector will
develop familiarity with the anticipated numerical values from common objects. Unexpected
changes in the numerical values of these familiar objects will alert the inspector that
something unusual may be present.
LOW NUMBERS
5 to 35

=

Car tires
20 - 35
Hollow doors
Car doors
15 - 20
Trailer walls
Furniture padding
Aircraft wings 5 - 10
Hollow spaces behind thin panels
Hollow Spaces behind plaster wallboard

15
15
10
10
20

HIGH NUMBERS
More than 35

=

Hidden contraband within above spaces
Solid table top
35- 60
Solid doors
Large truck tires 45- 60 Thick objects

30 - 50
35 - 40
30 - 60

NOTE

=

Very dense objects (lead shielding or thick steel) will absorb the
reflected energy and produce unexpected low values. Such
unusual low values indicate that something is suspicious.

-

20
20
15
20
35

5.4.1 Display Backlight
A pushbutton on the side opposite the Trigger lights the BACKLIGHT under the Display to
provide light for use in a dark space. Frequent use of the Backlight consumes power and
shortens the period between battery charges.

5.5

Sample Rate
The object is sampled every 1/4 second. The display is updated every 1/2 second to avoid
eye fatigue.
In the SCAN modes, the beeper will sound if any 1/4 second numerical value deviates more
than the allowed statistical difference from the stored data base value.
4
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If the K91 OG is moved across a surface so fast that a change of density cannot be measured
within 1/4 second, the change may be missed. A recommended scan rate is 150 to 300mm
(6 to 12 inches) per second.

5.6

Headset
A headset is supplied to permit listening to the beep when the surrounding area is noisy or
when the operator may not want others to hear any changes of sound.
The internal beeper is shut off when the headset is plugged in.

6.

HOW TO USE THE K91 OG - EXPERIMENTAL OPERATION
The following instructions provide an opportunity to use the K91 OG under experimental
conditions which approximate field conditions.
Unpack the K91 OG and charge the batteries if required. Buster is supplied with an alkaline
battery which will operate the Buster a year or more under typical use conditions .
(If charging is required , or if the alkaline or lithium dry cells need replacing , the display will
indicate "LO BAT".)
Obtain 1/2 - 1 Kg (1 - 2 lb) of sugar in a strong plastic bag , a paperback pocket book, a large
metal object (weapon , gun), or experimental samples of actual contraband typical of the
user's interest.

6.1

Operating Controls - (Trigger and Two Buttons)

6.1.1 Trigger
When the trigger is pressed, the microprocessor is turned on and the internal shutter is
opened, permitting energy to be radiated through the base of the K91 OG in a narrow cone
shaped beam similar to a flashlight beam . (The radiation is invisible.)
Releasing the trigger shuts off the microprocessor and closes the shutter, shielding the
radiation source. Any collected information or mode settings are lost when the trigger is
released .
The K91 OG requires approximately 1 second to initialize and start the display when the
trigger is pressed. Wait until the startup routine is completed before moving the device or
attempting to press the MODE or LOCK button .

EXPERIMENT:
Hold the K91 OG in the right hand, aim the base towards a corner of the room (into air
and away from people), press and hold the trigger.
The LCD will display a very low number, typically 3 to 7, indicating the lack of any
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material near the sensitive base of the device. This "air" reading is from the normal
background radiation always present in our environment. It will increase when the
Buster is used in higher elevation cities, i.e. Denver, Salt lake City, Quito (Ecuador).
Place the device on a table and press the trigger. Note the higher reading because of
the mass of the table which reflects energy back into the base of the device.
Place the device on several different surfaces and materials and note the different
readings.

6.1.2 Mode Button
Pressing the MODE Button, while the Trigger is pressed , permits selection of three modes
or methods of operation. The first mode is obtained by merely pressing the trigger. The
second and third modes require pressing of the Mode Button.

Three modes of display are provided:
RAW DATA
(Press Trigger only)

=

The actual density value of the object is displayed. The
display updates each half second. The beeper does not
sound.
The Buster is actually sampling 4 times each second. The
Display changes only each half second, unless the Buster
observes a significant density change.
As the K91 OG is moved across a surface, changes in density
are indicated by changes in the LCD display values.

EXPERIMENT:
Hold the K91 OG against the surface of a glass window or door, no sugar present,
and, while holding the trigger pressed, scan the device across the surface of the
glass. Note that the LCD Display value is low, and changes only slightly.
Hold the sugar against the back of the glass and scan the K91 OG across the empty
glass and the sugar. Note the increase in the LCD Display valuess when the device is
over the sugar.
Repeat this experiment using other sample items, i.e. a book, metal objects, etc. Note
the different valuess with objects of different size and mass.

DATA SCAN
MODE
(Press MODE once)

=

The beeper is added to the RAW DATA MODE.

When the

button is pressed, the microprocessor stores the numerical
value on the display at that moment and uses it as the
comparative base for triggering the beeper.
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EXPERIMENT:
Repeat the above experiment, but this time, while holding the trigger pressed,
push the MODE button once with the forefinger. Hold the K91 OG steady on the
surface for 2 seconds to allow the instrument to accumulate a good sample of the
location for storage in the microprocessor data base. (The K91 OG will beep during
this two second period. Wait until it stops before moving it.)
The K91 OG will use the empty glass for the stored data base value. Scan the device
across the glass. The Display value changes only slightly and the beeper .does not
sound an alarm.
(An occasional beep is normal, proving that the signal network is working properly.)
Hold the sugar sample against the back of the glass and scan the K91 OG back and
forth across the glass and the sugar sample.
Observe that the numerical values change in the same manner as before, but this
time a fast beep will be heard as the K91 OG is scanned across the sugar.
Experiment by scanning the K91 OG faster and faster until the sugar cannot be caught
by the beep network.
Experiment with samples of other materials or other objects.

EXPERIMENT:
Repeat the above experiment, but this time place the K910G above the sugar, and
THEN press the MODE button. This will insert the higher sugar value as the stored
data base.
Now, as the K91 OG is scanned away from the dense sugar to the less dense bare
glass, the beeper will sound indicating a change of density in the minus direction .
Thus, it is demonstrated that the K91 OG is sensitive to change in either direction
from the stored base value.

=

ZERO SCAN
(Press MODE twice)

In this MODE, the display is changed to a "Zero Base" numerical
value. The stored data base or beeper trip point value is now
displayed as "O" and the LCD displays the changes in density as
plus and minus values above and below this "Zero" base.

EXPERIMENT:
Repeat the previous experiments, but this time press the MODE button twice in
succession without releasing the trigger.
Observe the changes in the display readings.
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6.1.3 Display Lock Button
Pressing the Display LOCK button "locks" the display value and temporarily stops the
sampling. This permits the K91 OG to be lifted away from the surface for observation without
disturbing the stored values. The device can then be returned to the object and sampling
resumed by merely pressing the Display LOCK again.
This mode can be toggled back and forth at any time .
This mode is useful when the K91 OG is used in awkward spaces, behind tires, under table
tops , or behind objects.
The Trigger must remain pressed during this period.
(The Lock button is not required when the Remote Display is attached.)

EXPERIMENT:
Place the K91 OG on any surface and push the trigger.
Note the reading.
Press the DISPLAY LOCK once while holding the trigger pressed.
Remove the K91 OG from the surface and note that the reading is maintained. Press
the DISPLAY LOCK button again to release the lock.

6.2

Depth of Reading
The K91 OG "sees" approximately 150mm (6") into an object. It is most responsive to the first
1OOmm (4") of the object. As an example, the K91 OG can easily "see" into vehicle doors,
tires, truck trailer walls , furniture, aircraft structures, and similar spaces.
The K91 OG will respond to the presence of contraband or other material the size of a small
book or a large cigarette package within the depth of measurement. The response will be
greatest if the hidden mass is of high density. The response will be small if the object is
small or has little mass. The response will be greatest if the mass is close and will decrease if
the mass is far [ 150 mm (6") ] away.
For example, the reading from a sugar sample behind the glass is higher than the reading
from a pocket book. The reading from a package of cigarettes will be even less than that of
the book.
The K91 OG cannot see into the center of a room or other large space, or look into the center
of a large gasoline drum and detect the presence of suspect material. The material will be too
far away.
The K91 OG can "see" into luggage, but the measurement will be of questionable value
because of the jumble of items of varying density in the luggage ... .. shoes, toiletries, clothing ,
books, and other personal goods.

EXPERIMENT:
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1.

Stand in the center of a room facing a solid wall. Point the K91 OG at the wall and
press the trigger. Then push the MODE button once to add the beeper.
Slowly walk towards the wall until the beeper just begins to trip. This distance will be
approximately 600mm (2'). Note the low number on the LCD.
This represents the maximum sensitivity with no intervening material against the base
surface to absorb the reflected energy from the very large mass of the solid wall.
Slowly move closer, noting the steadily increasing number on the LCD as the
reflected energy from the wall increases.
Repeat this same experiment by holding the K91 OG Buster above the ground. Slowly
lower the Buster towards the ground and note when the Display begins to "see" the
ground . The large mass of the ground (or concrete floor) will begin to produce a
significant Display change as far as 18" (50 cm) from the surface.

2.

Repeat the above experiment, except this time, hold the 1 Kg sugar sample more
than 1 meter (3') from the device and slowly move the sugar towards the base of the
K91 OG Buster. Note the difference in the distance required to detect the smaller
sugar sample as opposed to the larger mass of the wall, or the even larger mass of
the earth.

3.

Place the K91 OG on the glass door or window again as in Para 6.12.
MODE button once to activate the beeper.

Press the

Slowly approach the other side of the glass with the contraband samples. Observe
the distance at which the K91 OG is able to sense the presence of the samples when a
thin layer of material (the glass) is present under the device. The distance will be
somewhat less than that observed in test# 2 above.
4.

Place the K91 OG against a thin aluminum baking sheet and repeat the various
experiments. This circumstance duplicates an aircraft wing, tail, or other surface.
The thin metal readily allows the radiated energy to pass through it.

5.

Place the K910G against a solid 25mm (1") door or table top and repeat the above
experiments. Observe the difference in numerical values as compared to the glass
and the very thin metal surface.

This experiment leads to the next section:

6.3

Thickness and Density of a Surface
The thicker the surface is, the less sensitive the device is to something hidden behind the
surface.
·The more dense the surface is, the less sensitive the device is to something hidden behind
the surface.
This is because the surface absorbs a small portion of the emitted energy as it leaves the
K91 OG and it absorbs even more of the weakened , reflected energy coming back into the
K91 OG from the object. If the surface is both thick and dense, then a considerable amount of
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the total energy is absorbed and only a small portion is left available for detection of the
suspect contraband material.
The K910G can look through up to 6.0mm (1/4") of steel and respond to changes of density
immediately beneath the steel. The sensitivity is better when looking through 6mm (1/4") of
lighter density aluminum than when looking through 6.0mm (1/4") of heavier steel.
Maximum practical thicknesses of material to attempt to search through are:
Steel
Aluminum
Wood
Lead

6.0mm (1/4")
12.Smm (1/2")
40mm (1.5")
Almost any thickness will blank out the signal (an immediate tipoff that
something is not legitimate!)

EXPERIMENT
The previous experiment illustrated how the K91 OG can see through thin materials
including up to 25mm (1") of wood . The following experiments are a continuation of
the previous sequence.
1.

2.

Place the K91 OG against a 50mm (2") thick wood surface and repeat the
above experiments, moving the samples towards the device until a
satisfactory detection is obtained.
Increase the thickness of the wood until the device fails to satisfactorily detect
the changes.
.
Substitute a 50mm (2") thick brick for the wood and repeat the experiments.
The brick should absorb more energy than the wood and the sensitivity should
be decreased.

NOTE

If a smuggler attempted to line a car door with lead to shield the contraband from
K910G, the device would produce an unusually low reading on the very dense door,
and the usual response to internal parts, window mechanisms, etc, would be missing.
This would alert the trained inspector that something was wrong.
NOTE

A new or unfamiliar measurement circumstance can be simulated by use of similar
materials and simulated contraband samples. The experienced user will build a
"library" of test experiments for future training .

6.3.1 Backlight Control
An electroluminescent Backlight Panel is placed behind the Display. A pushbutton is located
on the side opposite the Trigger.
The Display will be brightly "backlighted" for use in dark spaces when the pushbutton is
pressed AND the Trigger is pressed.
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The Backlight consumes power and continual use will drain the battery requiring more
frequent replacement or more frequent recharging.

6.3.2 Optional Model K9-150B Extension Aarm with Remote Display
The Model K9-1508 Extension Arm permits extending the K910G up to 3 meters (9 feet)
from the body for measurement of ceilings , top of vehicle roofs, aircraft surfaces or other
remote surfaces. A duplicate K910 display with controls is provided at the base of the arm for
the operator's convenience . A cable connects the K91 OG and the remote display. Contact the
factory or authorized dealer for literature and pricing.

6.4

Calibration
For ease of field use, it is desirable that all K91 OG Buster units read the same on similar
objects. However, it is impossible to manufacture the units identically because the energy
sources and the detectors have normal production tolerance variances in performance
characteristics. Moreover the energy source gradually decays at the rate of 50% in
approximately eleven years .
To compensate for these differences, the K910G incorporates a unique UNIVERSAL
CAL/BRA TION feature .
The K910G is shipped with a CALIBRATION STANDARD. This block of non-changing
polyethylene will exhibit the same density characteristics in any location and the blocks are
interchangeable between devices.
The K910G microprocessor is programmed to store a special reading taken on the
Calibration Standard as a Reference Standard Reading. The microprocessor then compares
each field reading to this stored known reference standard reading and displays the result as
a "Ratio". Thus each K91 OG automatically compensates for its individual characteristics by
comparing all readings to a universal standard.

Field Reading
Stored Reference Standard Reading

=

Ratio

(x100 =Display on LCD)

The stored reference standard reading is non-volatile (doesn't become lost when the device
is turned off), but can be deliberately changed by the microprocessor, if commanded to do so
by the user, during the RECALIBRATION PROCEDURE , Para 6.41 .
•

An initial CALIBRATION was made at the factory during production testing , and a
reference standard reading is already stored in the microprocessor memory upon
shipment. However, the user should recalibrate the K91 OG periodically to compensate for
decay of the gamma energy source, and to compensate for changes in electronic
components over time.

•

It is suggested that this RECALIBRATION be performed monthly or quarterly, or anytime
the instrument has been out of service for a period of several months.
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•

A CALIBRATION RECORD LOG is provided at the back of this K91 OG Manual to record
these periodic recalibrations for use in long term performance evaluation of the K91 OG .

•

A brief Instruction Label is provided on the side of the Calibration Block as a reminder of
the procedure to be used. This procedure is discussed in detail in Para 6.41 .

6.4.1 Recalibration Procedure
Leave the Calibration Block in the case, or place it on a table or desk (but not on the
ground.) Place the K91 OG on the block, resting firmly against the surface of the block.
1.

Using the right hand in normal operating position , press the trigger (START).

2.

While holding the trigger pressed , press and hold the MODE button. Then,
momentarily also press the LOCK button. (Release Lock and Mode, but continue to
hold the Trigger.)

The device now will accumulate a series of forty 1/4 second readings, "beeping" each
second during the 10 second sample period, and will beep 2 times when the 10
seconds is over. Do not release the trigger!
The microprocessor will average the 40 samples, and the LCD will display the
average for visual comparison to past recalibration values.
The value typically will be between 55 and 70. It is not significant what the value is
from one unit to another. It is significant that the value remain stable for an individual
unit over time, with a gradual decay over the years. The value will vary by a digit or
two from time to time, due to the normal statistical variations of the reflected energy,
but a sustained change of more than a few digits is indicative of a possible
component deterioration in the device.
If the value is within a digit or two of previous recalibrations , then the value is suitable
for storage into the microprocessor.
NOTE: This value is the actual count reading and is not a ratio. This isthe only time
the K91 OG will display an actual count value.

3.

How to store the new Reference Standard Reading:
While continuing to press the trigger, push the MODE button one more time. Three
quick Beeps will indicate that the Calibration Value has been stored.

This special command sequence will store the new reading , and erase the prior
stored value. Release the trigger. The Recalibration is complete. (If the new reading
is not stored, the microprocessor will continue to use the previously stored value .)
4.

Press the trigger (START) to test the calibration and resume normal operations.
The K91 OG microprocessor will now use this new value for comparison against all
future field readings, compensating the device for any long term changes within the
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device.
Record the Recalibration Value in the Calibration Record Log, in the back of this
Operator's manual, for a service record of the K91 OG's long term performance.

6.4.2 Calibration Verification
Place the K91 OG back into the Calibration Block and take a normal Raw Data Test by merely
pressing the trigger. The LCD will display the value "100" with normal fluctuations between
approximately 90 and 110 each 1/2 second. If the displayed value does not fluctuate equally
above or below the value of "100", repeat the Recalibration Procedure.
The K91 OG will read approximately "100" on the LCD anytime it is placed on the Calibration
Standard and a routine Raw Data Scan measurement is made. This permits a fast and
simple test of the K91 OG performance at anv time.
The LCD reads "100" because the microprocessor compares all routine measurements to the
stored calibration Reference Standard value and displays the Ratio of the two values.
Because the readings on the Calibration Standard should be the same at all times, whether
the readings are taken during a Recalibration or as routine, the ratio of the two readings will
always be "1 ". (The microprocessor adds two "O"s to the ratio to avoid displaying fractions,
thus the display will show 100.)

For Example:
Assume that a certain K91 OG reads approximately 95 actual count on the Calibration
Standard: (The value that is stored when the MODE Button is pressed.)

95
95

(Routine Test Reading taken on Standard)
(Stored Calibration Average taken on same Standard)

Ratio x 100

= 100

= 1.0 (Ratio)

(LCD Reading)

The reason that the ratio may fluctuate above and below 100 is because the reflected energy
varies in a statistically random manner, and the readings are seldom precisely the same.
(As a matter of technical interest, for the mathematically enhanced user, the
anticipated standard deviation statistical variation due to the random emission of the
gamma energy source, will be plus and minus the square root of the actual count
being observed by the device.
In the above example, the square root of 95 is 9.7. 9.7 is approximately 10% of 95.
Accordingly, when converted to the 100 base ratio on the LCD Display, this translates
into a one standard deviation variation of approximately plus or minus 10, ·or 90 to
110 on the display with 100 as the average. Occasional values will be higher or lower
as variations are experienced at the second and third deviation levels.)
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7.

TYPICAL EXAMPLES OF FIELD APPLICATIONS

7.1

General Procedure
1.

Place the K910G on the suspect surface and press the trigger. Observe the change
of readings as the device is moved across the surface.

2.

With the K91 OG on a typical location on the surface, press the MODE button once
and then look and listen for changes beneath the surface as the K91 OG is scanned
back and forth .

3.

If a change is noticed, slow down the movement rate and observe the changes in
numerical values more carefully.
Outline the suspect area carefully and then make a decision as to possible further
action, including dismantling of the object.

7 .2

Kilo of Contraband in a Car Door
The car door is normally an empty space and produces low readings because most of the
radiation passes through the door.
Contraband will reflect more energy than the hollow door and will produce a beep as the
K91 OG is passed over the hidden material.

EXPERIMENT:
1.

Roll up the window, place the K91 OG in the center of the door, press the trigger, and
observe the display to determine if the reading on the center of the door is typical of a
car door. Compare the reading on this door to that of readings on other car doors of
similar size or model cars.
·

2.

Press the MODE button, wait 2 seconds, and move the K91 OG across the door.
Listen for beeps and observe changes in the LCD numbers. If the numbers become
unreasonable for a routine car door, it may be necessary to inspect the door more
carefully, using a fiberscope, or even dismantling.
Slight changes will be observed when over the window lift mechanism or over the
electric motor on electric lift windows.

A major change will be observed when over a hidden contraband of any significant
quantity.
If the door readings are normal, it is likely that the door has no contraband , and the
inspector can move on to other objects.
The Buster will save lost time by determining that a car door is now "clean", even
though it may have been loaded some time earlier.
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7 .3

Marijuana in a Car Tire
A vehicle tire is normally an empty space producing a low number. Marijuana packages will
increase the reflected signal strongly.
The inspector should become familiar with typical numerical values of different size tires.
Most small car tires look the same and most truck tires look the same, although the truck
numbers will be higher than the car tire numbers.
A tightly packed car tire may produce a uniform signal around the tire, but the numbers will
all be much higher than for a normal tire.
Compare the suspect tire against other tires on the car or against a similar tire on another
vehicle.

EXPERIMENT:
Obtain two old tires from a junk yard. One should be a small car tire and the other
should be a truck tire.
Using simulated contraband samples, i.e., the bag of sugar, place the samples inside
the tires and observe the changes in readings.
It is much easier to experiment with a tire that is not mounted on a rim than with a
mounted tire.
Recheck the values with the tire mounted on a wheel rim . (Cut a hole in the side of
the tire to insert the contraband test sample materials.

7.4

Cocaine Hidden in a Desk or Table Top
The table top may be solid or hollow. In either case, the cocaine will likely have a different
density than the hollow space or the solid wood.
A solid table will have been hollowed out to provide a space for the cocaine. This hollowed
location, even though filled with cocaine, will appear less dense than the solid wood .

EXPERIMENT:
Using wooden boards and the sugar bag to simulate the contraband , experiment with
different placements.

7 .5

Fuel Tanks
Scan the bottom of the tank using the DATA SCAN mode. Listen for beeps as the device is
moved up along the side. The fuel level should be consistent with the indicated fuel level on
the fuel gauge.

EXPERIMENT:
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Half fill a large pail or barrel with water. Scan up and down the side of the container.
Observe the liquid level change.

7 .6

Contraband in Truck or Lorry Walls
The walls are normally hollow or empty. If insulated, the insulation is usually of low density to
keep weight low. Contraband packed into the walls, however, will be densely packed and will
produce much higher readings as compared to the normal wall.
It will be possible to locate the vertical support struts in the wall.

EXPERIMENT:
Remove the inside panel from a truck wall. Place several packages of sugar, or other
simulated contraband sample, in the wall space. Place the wall panel back in place
and scan the K91 OG over the walls , both inside and outside, observing the
differences in readings as this is done.

7.7

Recreational Vehicles or Caravans
There are many spaces to hide contraband in recreational vehicles . All of the previous
techniques apply to the testing of such vehicles. If the display values are low, it is unlikely
that contraband of significant volume is present, if any at all.

7.8

Small Boat Hulls and Interior Boat Spaces
Small boats commonly used for contraband transportation will have wood or Fiberglass
construction , possible with an inner wall for a double hull flotation construction . The outer
walls, if wood , may be too thick for the K910G to look through. The inner bulkheads of a
wooden boat and the exterior fiberglass of a fiberglass boat are usually thin .
Inner compartments, fuel tanks, and water tanks are tested in the same manner as with other
vehicles .

7.9

Aircraft Search
The K91 OG is especially useful for searching aircraft because of the thin metal surfaces used
for aircraft construction. In addition, only a relatively few spaces are accessible to a
smuggler for storage of contraband. Most spaces are riveted tightly closed , and it is obvious
to the inspector if rivets have been altered.
Wings have inspection plates where contraband can be stored inside, within arm's length
reach of the plates. These areas are easily inspected from the outside of the structure with
the K910G .

EXPERIMENT:
Remove an inspection plate from underneath a wingtip. Place the sugar inside within
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arm's reach. Scan with the K91 OG and observe the changes in readings.
The aircraft manufacturer has spent millions of dollars in designing a light structure. Any high
reading is suspect unless it can be determined that a heavy metal structural member is
behind that surface.
The inspector will find the K91 OG to be especially useful on aircraft by taking a series of fast
numerical readings on typical contraband hiding areas. Merely hold the trigger and move the
K91 OG from place to place, seat to seat, and observe changes in numbers. All numbers
should be very low for most of the spaces within an aircraft.
NOTE

Aircraft tires are a good place to hide contraband . They are easy to test with the K91 OG.
NOTE

A licensed aircraft mechanic may be required if safety wired screws, bolts, or nuts are to be
removed .

8.

MAINTENANCE

8.1

Exterior
Clean the exterior with a soft rag moistened with soapy water. Wipe off with a clean rag . Do
not allow water to get into the connectors or beeper hole.
Replace the anti-scratch pad on the bottom as required. Order replacement pads, Part #
PAD- VELCRO-K9 , 5 each to a package.
Replacement Velcro adhesive back "Loop" tape is also available from local fabric stores. The
2" wide tape may not be available, but narrow strips may be placed side by side. The "Hook"
form of Velcro may also be used, however the Hook material tends to pick up lint, thread, and
string. A comb will clear the tape of this foreign matter.
In emergency, "Duct tape" may be used to prevent scratching of tested surfaces by the
K91 OG Buster.

8.2

Batteries
Use of Dry Cells - Preferred Power Source

The K91 OG Buster is supplied with a 9V Alkaline Transistor Battery accessible through a
removable access plate on the side of the bottom cover. A spare battery is provided in the
Storage Case.
The K91 OG uses commonly available Carbon-Zinc, Alkaline, or Lithium 9V Transistor
batteries. The power density of dry cells is greater than that of rechargeable NICAD cells and
the K91 OG will operate longer between battery replacements with the dry cells than with the
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rechargeable cells . It is recommended that Alkaline or NiMh cells rather than CarbonZinc cells be used for best performance.
LiON (Lithium-Ion or Lithium-Polymer) batteries can not be used in the Buster as their
operating voltage is too low, between 6.SV and 8.4V
Typical routine usage between replacement of alkaline batteries is from to six to twelve
months.
Replacement

Remove the Access Plate on the side of the bottom cover. The battery is retained within a
Battery Clip to the inside of the Access Plate. Insert a new battery, as required , and replace
the Access Plate.

Polarization Protection

The battery contacts inside the K91 OG are polarized to insure correct plus/minus orientation .
If the K910G does not operate after replacement of the battery, turn the battery over and
reinsert it.

LO-BAT Indicator

The K91 OG will operate for several hours after the LO-BAT indicator lights when dry cells are
used. Carry a replacement during this time. The K91 OG will shut down when the battery
voltage is finally too low for accurate operation .
Use of Rechargeable NICAD 9V Transistor Cells - Optional

Rechargeable NICAD 9V Transistor batteries and chargers are available in the consumer
market. NICAD batteries "self-discharge" approximately 1%/day, and recharging may be
required if the batteries are stored for more than 60 days. The power density of NICAD
batteries is less than dry cells, and the Buster will not run as long between changes of
batteries with the NICAD cells. The NICAD cells may be recharged many times, reducing the
long term operating cost. Estimated routine usage is two to three weeks.

Charge the new NICAD battery 12 - 14 hours prior to initial use.

The LO-BAT indicator is optimized for use with Alkaline cells; a lower set point than is
optimal with NICADs. The LO-BAT indicator may come on only for a short time, if at all,
when the NICAD battery is discharged. NICAD batteries suffer from "Discharge Amount
Memory", meaning that if they are repetedly only partially discharged before being recharged ,
their capacity decreases to the amount that they are actually being used. If NICADs are to
be used it is recommended to purchase a NICAD "Charger/Discharger" instead of just a
Charger to prevent this, or be sure to run the batteries down periodically.
Commercial 9V NICAD batteries typically only have 120mAh (Milli-Ampier-Hour) capacity as
opposed to - SOOmAh capacity of Alkalines .
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Note that the Cadmium in NICAD batteries is a toxic metal and they are banned from use in
many European countries. Please dispose of NICAD batteries properly!
Use of Rechargeable NiMh 9V Transistor Cells - Optional
Use of NiMh (Nickel Metal Hydride) batteries are preferred over NICAD's as they are less
toxic. Depending on the type they may have a greater or lessor self-discharge rate than
NICAD's. Most NiMh batteries sold as "9V" batteries are actually only 8.4V batteries and will
not work well in Busters. NiMh batteries that are actually 9.6 volts will work fine and are
available in 260mAh capacities (as opposed to -500mAh for Alkalines). Some of these
batteries, however, can be slightly 'fatter' than standard 9V cells but will still work in the
Buster if the short brackets on the battery holder are bent out a little to accommodate the
larger size.

8.3

Electronic Maintenance
The only routine "electronic maintenance" required by the user, is the periodic "Recalibration
Check" described in Paragraph 6.40 CALIBRATION .
In the event of a failed circuit board or other component, the user should contact the factory
for assistance. The electronic components have a very high MTBF, and seldom experience
field failure from routine use.
The majority of failed component repairs result from dropping the Buster from heights of 1
Meter (3') or more, usually requiring factory repair service. Note that no Buster radioactive
source or shutter mechanism has ever been damaged.
The Source/Shutter mechanism is NOT field repairable and the Buster MUST be
returned to the factory or to a factory authorized repair station for service. The
Source/Shutter mechanism is identified by the following label:

CAUTION
RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL
100 lei (0.37 Mbq) or less, BA 133
SEALED SOURCE UNDER THIS LABEL

FACTORY SERVICE ONLY
ON THIS COMPONENT
LABEL REMOVAL PROHIBITED

8.4

Diagnostic Check of Electronics
1.

First, hold down the MODE and DISPLAY LOCK buttons simultaneously.

2.

Then, press the trigger and hold it. Now, release the MODE and DISPLAY LOCK
buttons.

The K91 OG will cycle through an automatic diagnostic check, testing all segments and
combinations of display readings . Observe the display for an error in the sequence.
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SECTION TWO
RADIATION SAFETY
1.

"ALARA" CONCEPT
(See RAD/AT/ON SAFETY INFORMATION Page 26 for a definition of terms.)

It is impossible to achieve a zero radiation exposure level because of the normal everyday
radiation we accumulate from our natural environmental background. Natural radiation
exposure from the environment is approximately 100 mrem/year at sea level. Due to the loss
of natural atmospheric shielding, the natural background radiation at a higher elevation of
5000' (Reno, NV or Tahoe, CA) is approximately 200 mrem/year.
The calculated annual additional exposure from routine use of the Buster is approximately
1.5 mrem/year, well within the normal range of everyday environmental variations.
Good practice, however, dictates that we attempt to maintain the radiation exposure As ,bow
As Reasonably Attainable (ALARA). Used properly, the K91 OG Buster presents no hazard
to the user or to the general public.
Film badges or other radiation monitoring methods are not required for the Buster. Wipe or
Leak Testing is not required with the Buster under General License distribution, nor with any
Buster source not exceeding 100 uCi (3.7 MBq) BA 133.
The Buster should not be pointed at any person with the shutter open. No harm would occur,
but the action is inappropriate and can be unnecessarily alarming to an untrained person.
If the shutter spring should break and leave the source in the open position, exposing the red
alarm button, push the red alarm button back closed. Call the CSECO factory for service
assistance.

Ph: 510-864-8010

2.

Fx: 510-864-8013

lnfo@cseco.com

TRAINING
CSECO recommends that Buster users attend a CSECO factory training course, or
equivalent course. The CSECO course requires one-half day, and includes a discussion of
radiation safety appropriate for use of the Buster, field application techniques , and hands on
operation. Call the CSECO factory for information, costs, and scheduling.

3.

EMERGENCY INVOLVING OBVIOUS DAMAGE TO THE BUSTER

3.1

General Information
20
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The operator must protect human life first, then property from damage due to a radiation incident.
We must prevent radioactive material from escaping into the environment.
The radioactive material in the Buster is encapsulated in a welded stainless capsule which is further
securely mounted in a tungsten-carbide shield assembly. It is highly unlikely that the radioactive
source material could escape in the event of a severe accident or fire. However, our protective
program must insure that we plan for the most severe eventuality.
Note that the majority of factory Buster repairs are for Busters that have been dropped from a
height of several feet during routine use. No damage has ever been incurred by a radioactive
source or by the shutter mechanism in a K91 OG Buster.

3.2

First Step
Keep people away from the accident site.
Remain calm and exercise careful thought for each subsequent step.
Call, or send somebody to call for help. See the phone list at the end of this section.

3.3

Second Step - Take the following DECISION ROUTE action:

3.3.1 Minor - External Damage Only:
If the Buster is only superficially damaged, dented , flooded , or otherwise injured from a drop,
minor runover, etc; and, the Buster is in one piece with only minor cracks in the metal
housing, take the following action:
1

Using a stick or tool , turn the Buster over to inspect all sides. Do not walk through the
area where the Buster was damaged.

2

If the Buster is intact, pickup the device, place it in its storage/shipping container, and
return it to its permanent storage area.

3

Call CSECO for assistance in shipping the Buster back to the factory for repair or
disposal. (CSECO: Ph: 510-864-8010 Fax: 510-864-8013 info@cseco.com)

DO NOT SHIP THE DEVICE WITHOUT FACTORY APPROVAL OR KNOWLEDGE.

3.3.2 Major - Possible Internal Damage to the Buster:
If the Buster is severely damaged, broken apart, burned, or crushed with parts strewn
around, or if the source area of the device is visually damaged , take the following action: .
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1. "Freeze" the site. Rope off the damage site for 1O' around. Stop traffic across the damage
site. Do not walk through the damage site. (If radioactive material is loose it can be
picked up on shoes and tracked elsewhere.)
2. Call the nearest public health or emergency services office for help. The objective is to
get an expert radiation technician to the site, along with a proper survey meter, who can
take charge .
CSECO does not recommend that customers purchase their own survey meter for this
purpose. There is little likelihood of a severe accident happening to begin with , and the
survey meter can only provide a sense of false security in the event of a truly serious
accident. The typical device operator will not know how to use the meter properly and
may only compound an already bad situation by possibly releasing a potentially
contaminated site.

3. The radiation safety expert will determine whether the site is safe, will remove the
contamination if there is any, and will prepare the device for shipment to the factory for
repair or disposal.
In the event of severe damage it may become desirable to dispose of the source through
an authorized disposal agency. The radiation safety technician will assist in this action, if
required. (See Para 18. 00 DISPOSAL)
4. Call the CSECO factory and advise of the accident. We will want to know about the
circumstances in order to include such safety information in future training programs.
As a matter of comfort to the user, small portable devices using radioactive sources
seldom incur severe damage requiring extreme recovery actions.

As a matter of record, as of this page revision date, 07 January 2009,
no Buster has suffered damage to the radioactive source from any
cause.

4.

IMPORTANT PHONE NUMBERS (Please enter numbers for your nearest agencies)
PUBLIC HEALTH DEPT
EMERGENCY SERVICES OFFICE

*

*

United States users please refer to the Emergency Listings for each state
included in the Pink Page at the back of this Manual. (This page is not
included in Manuals shipped outside of the United States.)

510-864-8010

CSECO FACTORY
FIRE
POLICE
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Notify the Public Health Office, Police, and our CSECO factory offices
immediately in the event of a stolen contraband detector.

5.

TRANSPORTATION
U. S. DOT Regulations, TITLE 49, Parts 17 through 173.421 govern the transportation of
radioactive materials on U. S. public access ways . In addition, IATA Dangerous Goods
Regulations, govern transport of radioactive materials on aircraft.
The CSE CO K91 OG Buster, when packed in its plastic transport case, meets the special
requirements of 49 CFR 173.421 for "Excepted Radioactive Material" and does not require
radiation symbol labels on the exterior of the transport case. This is because of the
combination of small source, efficient shielding, and design of the case.
This device can be transported on common carriers when packed in its plastic transport
case, with or without a cardboard protective overpack, and without radiation symbol labels on
the outside of the package, provided the following Certification Label is attached to the
transport case:

EXCEPTED ARTICLES UN2911
This package conforms to conditions and limitations
for excepted radioactive material, instruments,
and articles. UN2911

NOTE:

The above label is already attached to the Buster Shipping/Storage
Case.
The case always should be locked or the package sealed during transportation to prevent
unauthorized entry to the device.

6.

STORAGE
Contraband detectors should be stored in their shipping cases in a locked area with key
access only by the authorized operators. CSECO recommends that permanent storage be
1.5 meters (5 feet) from the nearest point of full time work requirements.
CSECO recommends that the local fire department be called in for a review of the storage
location and of the nature of the device stored therein . This may preclude frantic phone calls
should a fire occur and the fire department not know the nature of the radioactive material.
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7.

TRANSFER OF THE BUSTER TO A DIFFERENT USER
United States Regulations:
Under the conditions of the CSE CO General License, the Buster is registered as being in the
possession of a specific user agency. The appropriate jurisdictional State or Federal
Radioactive Materials Control Agency has been advised by CSECO, and by the Registration
form submitted by the User, at time of initial shipment by CSECO and receipt by the User.

The Buster cannot be transferred, abandoned, or disposed of, except by transfer to a
person or agency (such as the factory) holding a Specific Radioactive Materials
License to receive it.
If one user agency wishes to permanently give the Buster to another user agency, the
CSECO factory should be notified and CSECO will provide the appropriate documentation to
register the transfer. The Registration record must be updated with the appropriate U. S.
Federal or State Radioactive Material Controls Agency.

Regulations in Other Countries:
The applicable Radioactive Materials Regulations will vary from one country to another. They
generally parallel the U. S. procedures, and the recommendations of the International Atom ic
Energy Agency (IAEA) .
It is the responsibility of the U'sers in each country to insure that they are operating correctly
within the rules and regulations of that country.

8.

DISPOSAL
Disposal of the K91 OG Buster must be effected by:
1. Transfer to a licensed disposal agency.
2. Return to the CSECO factory.
3. Upon disposal, the user should notify the Registration Office of the user's Radiation
Control Agency of the transfer of possession, providing the Model Number and Serial
Number of the Buster.

9.

RECORDS
Inventory and training records should be maintained .

10.

SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE - SHUTTER MECHANISM
See Para 8.0 MAINTENANCE in the Operating Section for general service information.

The Source/Shutter mechanism is NOT field repairable and the Buster MUST be
returned to the factory or to a factory authorized repair staion for service. The
Source/Shutter mechanism is identified by the following label:
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CAUTION
RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL
100 uCi (3.7 Mbq) or less, BA133
SEALED SOURCE UNDER THIS LABEL

FACTORY SERVICE ONLY
ON THIS COMPONENT
LABEL REMOVAL PROHIBITED
K9 SN: _ _ _ _ _ _ __
See SN:

--------

_ _ _ _ uCi

Mbq

ASSAY Date: _ _ _ _ __

Please note that the radioactive source in standard production Busters is only 1O uCi
(0.37 mBq) in size. However the Buster is licensed to use up to 100 uCi (3.7 mBq)
BA133, and still be distributed under General License. The Caution Label allows for
this larger size.

RADIATION SAFETY INFORMATION
11.

DEFINITIONS

11.1 Radiation Exposure
We live in an ocean of radiation . We are constantly exposed to radiation from the soil under
us, outer space above us, and from the food we eat and drink. Even some basic elements
within our bodies are naturally radioactive and give off measurable amounts of radiation .

REM:

Basic unit of accumulated exposure for humans. We are allowed to
accumulate up to 500 millirem/year from the use of radioactive materials under
General License distribution.

MILLIREM (mrem)

1/1000th of a REM. Normally we are exposed to very small amounts of
radiation and we express this small amount in terms of millirems.

MREM/HOUR:

Rate of Exposure. Similar to "brightness" of light. (If you work in a radiation
level of 0.1 mrem/Hr for 2 hours, you accumulate 0.2 mrem.)
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= 10 microSieverts (10 uSv) in Standard International

S.I. CONVERSION

1 mrem

EXAMPLES OF
EVERYDAY
RADIATION
EXPOSURE:

We accumulate 100 Mrem/Year in our normal life living at sea level.

units.

We accumulate another 100 mrem by simply moving to Denver, Salt Lake City,
or any other city at 5000' elevation. (The higher elevation places us closer to
outer space and increases our natural radiation exposure. )
We accumulate 0.3 to 0.5 mrem/hr on an average commercial jet flight.
We accumulate up to 20 mrem with each tooth XRay.
We accumulate up to 500 mrem/Year by smoking a pack of cigarettes a

day
a far greater source of radiation than the K9 Buster!!!
K910G BUSTER
EXPOSURE:

We accumulate only 1.5 - 2.0 mrem/Year by normal full time use of
K910G Buster. Less than normal backround ; much less than from smoking !!!

11.2 Radioactive Source
A "Radioactive Source" is an unstable element which will give off radiation energy as it
disintegrates. Some examples are Radium, Uranium , Cobalt 60, Cesium 137, Americium
241 , Strontium 90, Barium 133 (used in the K910G Buster), and many others.

CURIE (Ci)

Nuclear term for "size" (activity) of a radioactive source. A "Curie" is a "very
large" quantity of radioactive material.

MILLICURIE (mCi)

1/1000th of a Curie. Only very small amounts of radioactive material are
used in most industrial devices.

MICROCURIE (uCi)

1/1 ,000,000 of a Curie. The current model K9 Series Buster devices use
only 10 microcuries or less.

BECQUEREL

Standard International term for "size" (activity) of a radioactive source. A
"Becquerel" Is a very small quantity of radioactive material, in direct contrast
to the older term, "Curie".

S.I. CONVERSION

1O uCi

=

.37 MBq (MegaBecquerels) in §tandard !nternational Units
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CALIBRATION RECORD LOG
· Owner:

- K9 SERIES

Attn:
Phone:
Fax:

S/N:

Date

E-Mail:

Recal
Value

Operator's Initials & any
Comments

Date

Recal
Value

Operator's Initials & any
Comments
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SERVICE RECORD LOG - K9 SERIES
Attn:

Owner:

Phone:
Fax:
S/N:

E-Mail:

Notes

Date
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Campbell/Harris
SECURITY EQUIPMENT COMPANY

875-A Island Drive #356, Alameda, CA 94502-6768 USA Ph: 510-864-8010 Fx: 510-864-8013 info@cseco.com

USNRC
Attn: Hector Rodriguez-Luccioni, Ph.D.
Materials Safety Licensing Branch
Division of Material Safety, State, Tribal and Rulemaking Programs
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards.
Subject: Response to Request for Additional Information Docket# 030-38847
Dear Mr. Rodriguez-Luccioni:

Enclosed is our response to your request of July 29, 2015 for additional information on our
device evaluation that were not answered in our first response.

Regards,

.~

.

UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001

July 29, 2015
CSE CO
ATIN : Doug Broadwell
Operations Manager
875A Island Dr. #356
Alameda, CA 94502
SUBJECT:

REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION REGARDING CSE CO EXEMPT
DISTRIBUTION LICENSE APPLICATION AND SEALDED SOURCE AND
DEVICE REGISTRATION CERTIFICATE APPICATION

Dear Mr. Broadwell:
The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff has reviewed the Campbell/Harris
Security Equipment Company (CSECO) exempt distribution license application dated
April 1, 2015, and sealed source and device safety evaluation dated June 11, 2015. The staff
has determined that additional information is needed. In order to continue with our review,
please address the issues listed below.
Any correspondence regarding your application should reference the control number specified
below. Please submit the requested information within 30 days of the date of this letter. If we
have not received complete information within 30 days of the date of this letter, we will consider
your application as having been abandoned by you. This is without prejudice to the submission
of a complete application.
Please be aware that you may request that certain portions of your submittal to NRC be
withheld form public disclosure as proprietary information. To do this, you must execute an
affidavit as specified in 10 CFR 2.390, "Public inspections, exemptions, requests for
withholding." You must list all portions that you wish to be held proprietary, along with your
reasoning as to why that is appropriate. While it is allowable, please refrain from submitting
proprietary information in support of a license unless necessary. Keep in mind that all NRC
licenses are considered to be in the public domain, and therefore may be viewed by any
member of the public who requests to see them.
In accordance with 10 CFR 2.390 a copy of this letter will be available electronically for public
inspection in NRC's Public Document Room or from the Publicly Available Records (PARS)
component of NRC's document system (ADAMS). ADAMS is accessible from the NRC web site
at http://www.nrc.gov/NRC/ADAMS/index.html (the Public Electronic Reading Room).

D.Broadwell

-2-

If you have any questions regarding the Sealed Source and Device Registration you can contact
Tomas Herrera at (301) 415-7138 or by email at Tomas.Herrera@nrc.gov. For questions
related to the exempt distribution license, please contact me at (301) 415-6004 or email at
Hector.Rodriguez-Luccioni@nrc.gov.
Sincerely,

/RA/

Hector Rodriguez-Luccioni, Ph.D.
Materials Safety Licensing Branch
Division of Material Safety, State, Tribal
and Rulemaking Programs
Office of Nuclear Material Safety
and Safeguards
Docket No. 030-38847
Mail Control No. 587152

Doug Broadwell
Operations Manager
CS ECO
030-38847

Answers to questions we requested a continuation on.

A. REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION REGARDING EXEMPT DISTRIBUTION
LICENSE AND SEALED SOURCE AND DEVICE REGISTRAITON (SSD) CERTIFICATE
4. 10 CFR 32.31 (a)(4) requires that applicants shall demonstrate that the device is designed
and will be manufactured so that in use, handling, storage, and disposal of the quantities of
exempt units likely to accumulate in one location, including during marketing, distribution,
installation, and servicing of the device, the probability is low that the containment, shielding ,
or other safety features of the device would fail under such circumstances that a person
would receive an external radiation dose in excess of 5 mSv (500 mrem), and the probability
is negligible that a person would receive an external radiation dose or committed dose of
100 mSv (1 O rem) or greater. In your application you made reference to your response for
10 CFR 32.30(b )( 14) which only gives the results under the circumstances of a fire. Please
provide the results under all conditions stipulated in 10 CFR 32.31(a)(4).

Beyond a fire, the worst case failure mode of the device would be a failure of the shutter
mechanism to close.
If the shutter was jammed the failure is obvious because of the red rod protruding from the
side indicating the shutter is opened. the user would return the unit to the shipping case
which would provide some shielding and distance from the source resulting in an exposure
level at the surface of the case of 0. 5 mremlhr and the unit would be returned to us for
repair.
If the gear on the rotor were sheared off, the shutter could be open without the red rod
protruding, in which case the failure would not be known until the user attempted to open it
and there was no inertial resistance was felt.
These types of failures could only occur if the device incurred a significant drop, was run
over, or otherwise significantly damaged, in which case the user would immediately test the
unit for proper functioning and would return the unit to the shipping case which would
provide some shielding and distance from the source resulting in an exposure level at the
surface of the case of 0. 5 mremlhr and the unit would be returned to us for repair.
Assuming that the user held the unit normally at a distance of 6" from the body for 5 minutes
during this assessment with the source facing their body they would receive a dose of 0.01
mrem.
Marketing: Marketing is done by trained employees or representatives of CSECO and
-3
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consists of either direct demonstrations to end-users or demonstrations at a show or
convention. In all cases there is only 1 device and the operator would know immediately if
the device was damaged and return it to its shipping case.
Distribution: None of our representatives stock units. There are government consolidators
that will store multiple units but they do not remove them from the cardboard boxes that
hold the device shipping case and there is no way that the device could fail unless there
was a dramatic and obvious crushing of the cases.
Installation: There is no installation of the device.
Servicing: There are only one servicing depot outside of the manufacturer, Chenega, and
they are instructed to immediately return such devices still in their shipping containers to the
factory.
The maximum exposure on the surface of the device of an approximately 1 inch circle
(because of the colimization of the beam) with the shutter open is 3 mrem. If a user was to
hold the device against their body with the shutter open it would take them 7 days to receive a
500 mrem exposure at that spot, and 20 weeks to receive a 10 rem exposure. And this isn 't
whole body, just the 1" diameter area.

C. REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION REGARDING SEALED SOURCE AND
DEVICE REGISTRATION CERTIFICATE

Description of Product/Construction

12. Please provide an engineering drawing with the cross section of the device that
demonstrates the mounting of the rotor assembly within the device. The drawing should
list/identify the components within the device.
See included PDF drawings.
Conditions of Use
16. Please provide the maximum allowable temperature, vibration , and shock during use,
handling, storage, and transport.
Shock: 50G 11 ms half sine. Vibration: Operating 0.3 G rms 5-500Hz, Non-operating
2 G rms. Operating Temperature: 0 to +50° C, Non-Operating: -20 to +70° C.
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Campbell/Harris
SECURITY EQUIPMENT COMPANY

875-A Island Drive #356, Alameda, CA 94502-6768 USA Ph: 510-864-8010 Fx: 510-864-8013 info@cseco.com

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington DC 20555-001

Attention:
Hector Rodriguez-Luccioni, Ph.D., Materials Safety Licensing Branch
Division of Material Safety, State, Tribal and Rulemaking Programs
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards

SUBJECT: REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION REGARDING CSECO EXEMPT
DISTRIBUTION LICENSE APPLICATION AND SEALDED SOURCE
.
AND DEVICE REGISTRATION CERTIFICATE APPICATION

Dear Mr. Rodrigues:
The letter responds to your 2"d request for information dated, September 29, 2015. The Buster has
been distributed for more than 30 years with no problems identified from accidents or emergencies.
They have been dropped from buildings, ran over by semi-trucks and no issues with radiation or
leakage has been identified. The current version employs a significantly smaller activity source
which has been made possible by more sensitive detectors. Because of the intrinsic safety and very
low activity of our device we hope to distribute under an exempt distribution license.
I hope I have provided the information you requested.

Sincerely,

Yfa-:las Bro.si well,
p ations Manager

Docket 030-38847
Mail Control No. 587152

A. REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION REGARDING EXEMPT
DISTRIBUTION LICENSE AND SEALED SOURCE AND DEVICE
REGISTRAITON (SSD) CERTIFICATE

1.

In your response you indicated that the product has been sold and in use for 25 years,
however you did not indicate the number of detectors, or if the product in use for 25 years
is exactly the same as the product you are trying to register. Please provide the number of
detectors that have been distributed over the 25 year period and in your response please
confirm that the device is identical that the one you are requesting to register (if this is the
case). If the device it is not identical, please delineate the differences.
Response: As of February 24, 2016, we have distributed more than 9200 devices. The only
differences now are that the sources are now the smaller 7.5 and 10 uCi sources and the electronic
and detectors are more sensitive, the mechanicals and shutter mechanism are identical.

2.

In your response to NRC Question A.4, you provided three documents: Unit Leak Testing, Final
QA, and Incoming Inspection. These documents are procedures that ensure that the detectors
meet certain criteria. However, these procedures do not constitute a Quality Assurance program.
Please provide a copy of CSECO' s quality assurance program .
Response: CSECO does not maintain a specific QA Manual for the Buster. QA is performed at
each step upon receipt of components of the buster and every step of assembly until the finished
product is distributed. All mechanical components and assemblies will be I 00% inspected for
compliance with specifications, all items failing incoming inspection are reported to the materials
manager for those items.

Incoming electrical components are verified that they are the correct part number and/or value
and package size/type. The quality of electronic components is so high (no electronic component
has been found faulty at CS ECO for at least the last 15 years) consequently, there are no
individual component tests done. If a component were to be defective, it would be caught in the
functional tests of the assembly it was used in. As each sub-assembly of the device is completed
it/they will be inspected for proper operation and adherence to specifications. Subassemblies are
inspected for quality upon completion ofeach stage ofmanufacturig.
The radioactive source is mounted in the source holder after completion and operation
inspection of the source holder. Once the source has been glued into the final assembly the
bottom enclosure of the shutter mechanism are leak-tested. There have never been any leaking
sources.
After final operational QA, we use a calibrated radiation survey meter to verify that all surfaces
of the device are within specification with the shutter closed. This information is indicated in the
manufacturing history file. Following the radiation survey, the finished gauge receives an
extensive operational and mechanical test before shipment.
Records are maintained of each unit in a manufacturing history file .
B. REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION REGARDING EXEMPT
DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

This information is required by 10 CFR 32.30, "Certain industrial devices containing byproduct
material: Requirements for license to manufacture, process, produce, or initially transfer."
1. In your response to NRC Question B.3 , you stated that the average exposure at 30 cm isl.5µSv/hr
and you referenced the table you provided to answer NRC Question C.17. Please clarify the
following:

' t

a. In your original application dated April 1, 2015, under 32.30 b-6 you provided the
maximum exposures with the shutter closed and open for 5 cm and 30 cm. The values
provided in your original application do not match the values provided in the radiation
profile table in letter dated August 27, 2015. Please clarify which values are correct.

Response: Please excuse those numbers, some of the survey results may have been taken with
different instruments or by the prior owners.
Here are current measurements of the new Busters that will be distributed:
Radiation Profile, 10 microcurie source in K9 Series
Buster.
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These measurements were taken 3/16/16, using S.E. International model Monitor 4/4EC sn:
42001 , calibrated 6/8/15 . Please note that some levels are higher with the shutter closed and
this is due to the change in location of the source to the survey meter.
b. After reviewing the radiation levels provided in your answer to NRC Question C.17,
we noticed that some radiation levels with the shutter closed are higher than the
radiation levels with the shutter open . Please provide an analysis explaining why some
radiation levels are higher with the shutter closed than with the shutter opened.

Response: See answer above, the location of the source changed in relation to the survey meter
when the shutter is in the open and closed positions and there are differing amounts of shielding
material between the source and the survey meter.
2.

In your response to NRC Question B.5, you stated that you decided to waive the request to
withhold from public disclosure per 10 CFR 2.390 information provided in your application
dated April 1, 2015. All the diagrams (blue prints) under Appendix A of your application dated
April 1, 2015 have a "Proprietary" statement. Since you waived the request for proprietary
information please submit the diagrams without the "Proprietary" statement.

Response: The Drawings that we labeled Proprietary will be resubmitted with the Proprietary

label covered. Can you please destroy or dispose of the drawing that were labeled "Proprietary".

C. REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION REGARDING SEALED SOURCE AND
DEVICE REGISTRATION CERTIFICATE

1. In your response to NRC Question C. l, you stated: "The correct description should be the 'K9
Family of Portable Gamma Detectors '. All units in this family use the same enclosure and
shutter mechanism. Currently we have the K910B which utilizes a 10 µCi source and
PMT/Crystal detector, and the K910G which utilizes a 7.5 µCi source and SiPM/Crystal
detector."
Based on this response it is our understanding that CSECO intends to register a series of products
and identified as the "K9 Series". The K9 Series will include two device models, the K910B and
K910G, and the only differences are the source activity (10 µCi and 7.5 µCi respectively) and the
type of detector used (PMT and SiPM Crystal detectors respectively). Please confirm if our
understanding is correct. If there are any more differences between the two models, please
provide the differences in a table format.

Response: You are correct.
2. In your response to NRC Question C.8, regarding the source manufacturer and model number
you stated: "The manufacturer is Eckert & Ziegler Isotope Products model BA339020011 OUA."
Please note that we are unable to find this specific model in our database of approved sources.
However, we noted that the current CSECO registration certificate, CA-0207-D-l 01-B identifies
a source model A3902 distributed by Isotope Products Laboratories (now Eckert & Ziegler).
Please confirm whether this is the correct source model that will be used in the K9 Series of
devices. If the source model is different please identify the registration certificate number for the
source.

Response: You are correct, the A3902 is the correct source that will be used in the K9 series of
devices.
3. In your response to NRC Question C.13, you provided a label for the Model K9 l OG detectors,
please confirm that the K910B device will have a unique label, to differentiate between the two
models.

Response: The labels will be sim ilar; the only difference will be the Model# and the activity.
4. In your response to NRC Question C.19 you provided the "General Operating Manual" for the
K91 OB device. We noted that this version of the manual was for the devices registered under
CA-0207-D-101-B. Please provide a final version of the manual that will be distributed with the
exempt versions of the devices that you are seeking approval to distribute.

Response: The Buster Manual will be included in this submittal.

D. QUESTIONS NOT ANSWERED FROM OUR FIRST REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION DATED JULY 29, 2015.
This is a reminder of the questions that you requested an extension to respond back. Please
respond to the following questions by September 30, 2015. If we have not received complete
information regarding the questions below by September 30, 2015, we will consider your
application as having been abandoned by you. This is without prejudice to the submission of a
complete application.

1.

110 CFR 32.3 l(a)(4) requires that applicants shall demonstrate that the device is designed and
will be manufactured so that in use, handling, storage, and disposal of the quantities of exempt
units likely to accumulate in one location, including during marketing, distribution, installation,
and servicing of the device, the probability is low that the containment, shielding, or other safety
features of the device would fail under such circumstances that a person would receive an
external radiation dose in excess of 5 mSv (500 mrem), and the probability is negligible that a
person would receive an external radiation dose or committed dose of 100 mSv (10 rem) or
greater. In your application you made reference to your response for 10 CFR 32.30(b)(l4)
which only gives the results under the circumstances of a fire. Please provide the results under
all conditions stipulated in I 0 CFR 32.3 l(a)(4).
Response: Based upon operational use for more than 30 years and the extremely low dose rates
for the current Buster including use, handling, storage, and disposal of these exempt devices,
there is little likelihood or accident scenario that would present any external radiation dose or
committed dose as mentioned above.

2. Provide an engineering drawing specifically indicating the location of the source within the rotor.
Response: A picture of the source rotor and shutter will be included in this letter to allow you
visualize the safety of the source and shutter.
3. Please provide an engineering drawing with the cross section of the device that demonstrates the
mounting of the rotor assembly within the device. The drawing should list/identify the
components within the device.
Response: A drawing of the rotor and assembly is attached.
4. Please provide the maximum allowable temperature, vibration, and shock during use, handling,
storage, and transport.
The prototype of the device was tested in accordance with ANSI N .53 8 ( 1979) and has been
assigned a classification of ANSI-95-675-785-Rl. The fire condition rating was based on the
melting point of the aluminum housing (660C). The source and tungsten holder meet ANSI
fire condition 6(1092 degrees for 4 hours).
Response:

Shock: SOG 11 ms half sine.
Vibration: Operating 0.3 G rms 5-500Hz, Non-operating 2 G rms.
Operating Temperature: 0 to +50° C, Non-Operating: -20 to +70° C.

Picture of Rotor that was requested:

Rotor Assembly with Shutter
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- Congratulations We welcome you to the family of users of CSECO Law Enforcement Products.

We work only with Law Enforcement Officers
CSECO manufactures products for and sells exclusively to the Law Enforcement
Agencies worldwide. CSECO does not have business interests other than for the Law
Enforcement Agencies.

Our products are thoroughly field tested
Our products are developed expressly for the requirements of Law Enforcement
Officers and are continually updated using the ideas and suggestions based upon
input from the experience of field officers who use our equipment.

We welcome your comments and suggestions.
All good ideas originate in the field. It is our task at CSECO to translate your ideas
into practical production formats.
Please feel free to call or write our offices at any time.

Tony Harris
/

President, CSECO
· ©2008 Campbell / Harris Security Equipment Company. All rights reserved. No reproduction of any
portion of this Operator's Manual may be made without the written permission of Campbell / Harris
Security Equipment Company.
"Buster", "RAD-AWARE", and " Buster-On-A-Stick" are Registered Trademarks of Campbell/ Harris
Security Equipment Company.
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WARRANTY
The K91 OB Buster and its accessory items manufactured by CSECO are warranted for parts and
labor against factory defects for a period of one year after date of shipment. This warranty does not
cover normal wear and tear nor misuse. The warranty is limited only to replacement of parts and
labor at the factory. No other warranties, express or implied, are given. CSECO is not responsible
for the manner in which the device is used or misused.
The device must be returned to the factory freight prepaid to obtain warranty repairs and will be
returned to the user freight prepaid by the factory ..
Devices sold by CSECO but manufactured by others carry the other manufacturers' standard
warranties and these manufacturers' warranties are passed on to the end user by CSECO without
added warranty, express or implied, by CSECO.
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SECTION ONE - K910B BUSTER
OPERATOR'S INSTRUCTIONS
1.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The K91 OB Portable Contraband Detector permits trained inspectors to locate hidden
contraband inside a suspicious object when the eye can only see the surface of the object.
The K91 OB also permits the inspector to rapidly clear a suspicious object when no
contraband is present, thus avoiding the loss of time in dismantling an object to look inside
when there is no contraband present.

2.

BASIC EQUIPMENT LIST
K910B BUSTER CONTRABAND DETECTOR with Backlighted Display
Calibration Standard
Headset with cable
Instruction Manual, Test Certificate
Permanent Shipping/Storage Case
Spare Alkaline 9V Battery, Phillips Screwdriver, Mylar Overlay, Velcro Pad

2.1

Optional Equipment
Model K9-150B EXTENSION ARM with Remote Display

3.

4.

See Para 6.32

INFORMATION FOR GETTING STARTED
•

The K91 OB is always ready to use and requires no mechanical adjustments. A periodic
calibration check, performed by the user, is desirable.

•

The K91 OB automatically shuts off when the trigger is released and may be put away
immediately when use is completed.

•

The external audible "BEEP" is shut off when the headset is plugged in.

•

The use of Alkaline Dry Cell Batteries is recommended (see section 8.2) .

GETTING STARTED - HOW TO USE THE K91 OB
FIRST:

Read ALL of Paragraph 5.

Paragraph 5. explains the principles and features of the K91 OB.

1
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Do not attempt to operate the K91 OB until you have read through Paragraph
5. Then go to Paragraph 6. which provides a logical sequence of operations
for ease of learning .

THEN:

Perform the Experiments in Paragraph 6.

Paragraph 6. takes the user step by step through the operation of the K91 OB,
and its controls, simulating actual field conditions.

Prepare a Sample

Before running the experiments in Para 6. it is suggested that the user obtain
approximately 1/2 to 1.0 kilo (I - 2 lb) of sugar in a strong plastic bag. Form
the bag into a compact block and tape the bag firmly to prevent loss. The
sugar has approximately the same performance response with the K91 OB as
will most explosives, narcotics, and other organic contraband materials.
A bound 50mm (2") stack of cut paper will simulate money.
An unloaded weapon can be used for a weapon sample.

5.

HOW DOES THE K91 OB WORK? PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION
When the K910B is placed on a suspect surface and the trigger is pressed "ON", a narrow
beam of gamma energy is emitted into the suspect object.
If the space beneath the surface of the object is empty and no "mass" or dense material is
present, the beam of energy will pass through and disperse. The reflected energy scattered
back to the detector will be low and the Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) will read low numbers.
If the space beneath the surface of the object is filled with material, the reflected energy will
be high and the LCD will read high numbers.
If the K91 OB is slowly moved across the surface, changes in density of the material beneath
the surface will be displayed by changes in the LCD numbers, (Note that the energy source
emits energy in a random fashion and a small amount of variation in the display reading is
normal.)

5.1

Three Modes of Operation Are Available:
RAW DATA MODE

Pressing the Trigger automatically places the K9 10B in RAW DATA MODE.
In this mode, the K910B constantly displays a reading proportional to the density of the
material below the surface. The "Beeper" does not sound.

2
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SCAN MODE

A single press of the MODE Button places the K91 OB into SCAN MODE.
The density value (LCD number) present at the time of pressing the MODE button is stored
as a data base and the Beeper will now alarm if the density of the object significantly
changes above or below the stored data base as the K91 OB is moved across the surface.
(Normal random energy variations are ignored.)
ZERO SCAN MODE

A second press of the MODE button places the K91 OB into ZERO SCAN MODE.
The microprocessor substitutes "O" (Zero) on the LCD for the stored density value.
Changes in density in the object as the K91 OB is moved over the surface, will now be
displayed as plus/minus values above and below "Zero" to directly indicate the changes of
density.

EXAMPLE:
The following table presents typical LCD readings of a K910B on a normal 1" (25mm) thick
wooden desk top, with a hidden object fastened to the underside of the desk top, and with
the desk top hollowed out to conceal a hidden material, in each of the three Modes:

RAW DATA

5.2

SCAN MODE

ZERO SCAN

Typical reading on
normal desk top

40

40

0

Object hidden under
desktop

60

60

+ 20

Hollow space within
desktop

20

20

- 20

Beeper On/Off

Off

On

On

Sensitive Measurement Area
The sensitive measurement area of the K91 OB is the center one half of the base of the
device.
Do not point the base of the K91 OB towards persons within a distance of 1 Meter (3') when
the trigger is pressed.
Radiated gamma energy is emitted directly from the base of the K91 OB when the trigger is
pulled. The radiation cannot be seen or felt but it is there! The radiation is turned off
(shielded) when the trigger is released , automatically closing the internal shutter.

3
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5.3

Audible Tone (Beep)
When the K910B is placed in SCAN MODE or ZERO SCAN MODE, the audible tone, or
beeper, is activated. A fast beep will be heard when the densit)l of the object changes more
than the normal statistical variation of the energy source. The trip point of the beeper is
automatically adjusted by the microprocessor to work equally well on objects of high and low
density.
The beeper does not sound when the headset is plugged in.

5.4

Display
The LCD DISPLAY provides a numerical read-out of the reflected energy. Various objects
will exhibit a characteristic reflected value. With experience, the trained inspector will
develop familiarity with the anticipated numerical values from common objects. Unexpected
changes in the numerical values of these familiar objects will alert the inspector that
something unusual may be present.
LOW NUMBERS
5 to 35

=

Hollow doors
Car tires
20 - 35
Car doors
15 - 20
Trailer walls
Aircraft wings 5 - 10
Furniture padding
Hollow spaces behind thin panels
Hollow Spaces behind plaster wallboard

15
15
10
10
20

HIGH NUMBERS
More than 35

=

Hidden contraband within above spaces
Solid table top
35 - 60 Solid doors
Large truck tires 45- 60 Thick objects

30 - 50
35 - 40
30 - 60

NOTE

=

Very dense objects (lead shielding or thick steel) will absorb the
reflected energy and produce unexpected low values . Such
unusual low values indicate that something is suspicious.

-

20
20
15
20
35

5.4.1 Display Backlight
A pushbutton on the side opposite the Trigger lights the BACKLIGHT under the Display to
provide light for use in a dark space. Frequent use of the Backlight consumes power and
shortens the period between battery charges.

5.5

Sample Rate
The object is sampled every 1/4 second. The display is updated every 1/2 second to avoid
eye fatigue.
In the SCAN modes, the beeper will sound if any 1/4 second numerical value deviates more
than the allowed statistical difference from the stored data base value.
If the K91 O_
B is moved across a surface so fast that a change of density cannot be measured
4
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within 1/4 second, the change may be missed. A recommended scan rate is 150 to 300mm
(6 to 12 inches) per second.

5.6

Headset
A headset is supplied to permit listening to the beep when the surrounding area is noisy or
when the operator may not want others to hear any changes of sound.
The internal beeper is shut off when the headset is plugged in.

6.

HOW TO USE THE K91 OB - EXPERIMENTAL OPERATION
The following instructions provide an opportunity to use the K91 OB under experimental
conditions which approximate field conditions.
Unpack the K91 OB and charge the batteries if required . Buster is supplied with an alkaline
battery which will operate the Buster a year or more under typical use conditions.
(If charging is required, or if the alkaline or lithium dry cells need replacing , the display will
indicate "LO BAT".)
Obtain 1/2 - 1 Kg (1 - 2 lb) of sugar in a strong plastic bag , a paperback pocket book, a large
metal object (weapon, gun), or experimental samples of actual contraband typical of the
user's interest.

6.1

Operating Controls - (Trigger and Two Buttons)

6.1.1 Trigger
When the trigger is pressed, the microprocessor is turned on and the internal shutter is
opened, permitting energy to be radiated through the base of the K91 OB in a narrow cone
shaped beam similar to a flashlight beam. (The radiation is invisible.)
Releasing the trigger shuts off the microprocessor and closes the shutter, shielding the
radiation source. Any collected information or mode settings are lost when the trigger is
released .
The K91 OB requires approximately 1 second to initialize and start the display when the
trigger is pressed. Wait until the startup routine is completed before moving the device or
attempting to press the MODE or LOCK button.

EXPERIMENT:
Hold the K91 OB in the right hand, aim the base towards a corner of the room (into air
and away from people), press and hold the trigger.
The LCD will display a very low number, typically 3 to 7, indicating the lack of any
material near the sensitive base of the device. This "air" reading is from the normal
background radiation always present in our environment. It will increase when the
5
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Buster is used in higher elevation cities , i.e. Denver, Salt lake City, Quito (Ecuador) .
Place the device on a table and press the trigger. Note the higher reading because of
the mass of the table which reflects energy back into the base of the device.
Place the device on several different surfaces and materials and note the different
readings.

6.1.2 Mode Button
Pressing the MODE Button, while the Trigger is pressed , permits selection of three modes
or methods of operation. The first mode is obtained by merely pressing the trigger. The
second and third modes require pressing of the Mode Button.

Three modes of display are provided:
RAW DATA
(Press Trigger only)

=

The actual density value of the object is displayed. The
display updates each half second. The beeper does not
sound.
The Buster is actually sampling 4 times each second. The
Display changes only each half second, unless the Buster
observes a significant density change.
As the K910B is moved across a surface, changes in density
are indicated by changes in the LCD display values.

EXPERIMENT:
Hold the K91 OB against the surface of a glass window or door, no sugar present, and,
while holding the trigger pressed, scan the device across the surface of the glass.
Note that the LCD Display value is low, and changes only slightly.
Hold the sugar against the back of the glass and scan the K91 OB across the empty
glass and the sugar. Note the increase in the LCD Display valuess when the device is
over the sugar.
Repeat this experiment using other sample items, i.e. a book, metal objects, etc. Note
the different valuess with objects of different size and mass.

DATA SCAN
MODE
(Press MODE once)

=

The beeper is added to the RAW DATA MODE.

When the

button is pressed, the microprocessor stores the numerical
value on the display at that moment and uses it as the
comparative base for triggering the beeper.

EXPERIMENT:
6
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Repeat the above experiment, but this time, while holding the trigger pressed ,
push the MODE button once with the forefinger. Hold the K91 OB steady on the
surface for 2 seconds to allow the instrument to accumulate a good sample of the
location for storage in the microprocessor data base. (The K91 OB will beep during this
two second period . Wait until it stops before moving it.)
The K91 OB will use the empty glass for the stored data base value. Scan the device
across the glass. The Display value changes only slightly and the beeper does not
sound an alarm.
(An occasional beep is normal, proving that the signal network is working properly.)
Hold the sugar sample against the back of the glass and scan the K91 OB back and
forth across the glass and the sugar sample.
Observe that the numerical values change in the same manner as before, but this
time a fast beep will be heard as the K91 OB is scanned across the sugar.
Experiment by scanning the K91 OB faster and faster until the sugar cannot be caught
by the beep network.
Experiment with samples of other materials or other objects.

EXPERIMENT:
Repeat the above experiment, but this time place the K91 OB above the sugar, and
THEN press the MODE button. This will insert the higher sugar value as the stored
data base.
Now, as the K91 OB is scanned away from the dense sugar to the less dense bare
glass, the beeper will sound indicating a change of density in the minus direction.
Thus, it is demonstrated that the K910B is sensitive to change in either direction
from the stored base value.

=

ZERO SCAN
(Press MODE twice)

In this MODE, the display is changed to a "Zero Base" numerical
value. The stored data base or beeper trip point value is now
displayed as "O" and the LCD displays the changes in density as
plus and minus values above and below this "Zero" base.

EXPERIMENT:
Repeat the previous experiments, but this time press the MODE button twice in
succession without releasing the trigger.
Observe the changes in the display readings.
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6.1.3 Display Lock Button
Pressing the Display LOCK button "locks" the display value and temporarily stops the
sampling. This permits the K91 OB to be lifted away from the surface for observation without
disturbing the stored values . The device can then be returned to the object and sampling
resumed by merely pressing the Display LOCK again.
This mode can be toggled back and forth at any time.
This mode is useful when the K91 OB is used in awkward spaces, behind tires , under table
tops , or behind objects.
The Trigger must remain pressed during this period.
(The Lock button is not required when the Remote Display is attached.)

EXPERIMENT:
Place the K91 OB on any surface and push the trigger.
Note the reading .
Press the DISPLAY LOCK once while holding the trigger pressed.
Remove the K91 OB from the surface and note that the reading is maintained. Press
the DISPLAY LOCK button again to release the lock.

6.2

Depth of Reading
The K91 OB "sees" approximately 150mm (6") into an object. It is most responsive to the first
1OOmm (4") of the object. As an example, the K91 OB can easily "see" into vehicle doors,
tires , truck trailer walls, furniture, aircraft structures, and similar spaces.
The K91 OB will respond to the presence of contraband or other material the size of a small
book or a large cigarette package within the depth of measurement. The response will be
greatest if the hidden mass is of high density. The response will be small if the object is
small or has little mass. The response will be greatest if the mass is close and will decrease if
the mass is far [ 150 mm (6") ] away.
For example, the reading from a sugar sample behind the glass is higher than the reading
from a pocket book. The reading from a package of cigarettes will be even less than that of
the book.
The K91 OB cannot see into the center of a room or other large space, or look into the center
of a large gasoline drum and detect the presence of suspect material. The material will be too
far away.
The K91 OB can "see" into luggage, but the measurement will be of questionable value
because of the jumble of items of varying density in the luggage ... ..shoes, toiletries, clothing ,
books, and other personal goods.

EXPERIMENT:
8
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1.

Stand in the center of a room facing a solid wall. Point the K91 OB at the wall and
press the trigger. Then push the MODE button once to add the beeper.
Slowly walk towards the wall until the beeper just begins to trip. This distance will be
approximately 600mm (2'). Note the low number on the LCD.
This represents the maximum sensitivity with no intervening material against the base
surface to absorb the reflected energy from the very large mass of the solid wall.
Slowly move closer, noting the steadily increasing number on the LCD as the
reflected energy from the wall increases.
Repeat this same experiment by holding the K91 OB Buster above the ground. Slowly
lower the Buster towards the ground and note when the Display begins to "see" the
ground . The large mass of the ground (or concrete floor) will begin to produce a
significant Display change as far as 18" (50 cm) from the surface.

2.

Repeat the above experiment, except this time, hold the 1 Kg sugar sample more
than 1 meter (3') from the device and slowly move the. sugar towards the base of the
K91 OB Buster. Note the difference in the distance required to detect the smaller sugar
sample as opposed to the larger mass of the wall , or the even larger mass of the
earth.

3.

Place the K91 OB on the glass door or window again as in Para 6.12. Press the
MODE button once to activate the beeper.
Slowly approach the other side of the glass with the contraband samples. Observe
the distance at which the K91 OB is able to sense the presence of the samples when a
thin layer of material (the glass) is present under the device. The distance will be
somewhat less than that observed in test# 2 above.

4.

Place the K91 OB against a thin aluminum baking sheet and repeat the various
experiments. This circumstance duplicates an aircraft wing , tail , or other surface.
The thin metal readily allows the radiated energy to pass through it.

5.

Place the K91 OB against a solid 25mm (1 ") door or table top and repeat the above
experiments. Observe the difference in numerical values as compared to the glass
and the very thin metal surface.

This experiment leads to the next section:

6.3

Thickness and Density of a Surface
The thicker the surface is, the less sensitive the device is to something hidden behind the
surface.
The more dense the surface is, the less sensitive the device is to something hidden behind
the surface.
This is because the surface absorbs a small portion of the emitted energy as it leaves the
K91 OB and it absorbs even more of the weakened , reflected energy coming back into the
K91 OB from the object. If the surface is both thick and dense, then a considerable amount of
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the total energy is absorbed and only a small portion is left available for detection of the
suspect contraband material.
The K910B can look through up to 6.0mm (1/4") of steel and respond to changes of density
immediately beneath the steel. The sensitivity is better when looking through 6mm (1/4") of
lighter density aluminum than when looking through 6.0mm (1/4") of heavier steel.
Maximum practical thicknesses of material to attempt to search through are:
Steel
Aluminum
Wood
Lead

6.0mm (1/4")
12.5mm (1/2")
40mm (1 .5")
Almost any thickness will blank out the signal (an immediate tipoff that
something is not legitimate!)

EXPERIMENT ·
The previous experiment illustrated how the K91 OB can see through thin materials
including up to 25mm (1") of wood. The following experiments are a continuation of
the previous sequence.
1.

2.

Place the K91 OB against a 50mm (2") thick wood surface and repeat the
above experiments, moving the samples towards the device until a
satisfactory detection is obtained.
Increase the thickness of the wood until the device fails to satisfactorily detect
the changes.
Substitute a 50mm (2") thick brick for the wood and repeat the experiments.
The brick should absorb more energy than the wood and the sensitivity should
be decreased.

NOTE

If a smuggler attempted to line a car door with lead to shield the contraband from
K91 OB, the device would produce an unusually low reading on the very dense door,
and the usual response to internal parts, window mechanisms, etc, would be missing.
This would alert the trained inspector that something was wrong.
NOTE

A new or unfamiliar measurement circumstance can be simulated by use of similar
materials and simulated contraband samples. The experienced user will build a
"library" of test experiments for future training.

6.3.1 Backlight Control
An electroluminescent Backlight Panel is placed behind the Display. A pushbutton is located
on the side opposite the Trigger.
The Display will be brightly "backlighted" for use in dark spaces when the pushbutton is
pressed AND the Trigger is pressed.
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The Backlight consumes power and continual use will drain the battery requiring more
frequent replacement or more frequent recharging .

6.3.2 Optional Model K9-150B Extension Aarm with Remote Display
The Model K9-150B Extension Arm permits extending the K910B up to 3 meters (9 feet) from
the body for measurement of ceilings, top of vehicle roofs, aircraft surfaces or other remote
surfaces. A duplicate K91 O display with controls is provided at the base of the arm for the
operator's convenience . A cable connects the K91 OB and the remote display. Contact the
factory or authorized dealer for literature and pricing .

6.4

Calibration
For ease of field use, it is desirable that all K91 OB Buster units read the same on similar
objects. However, it is impossible to manufacture the units identically because the energy
sources and the detectors have normal production tolerance variances in performance
characteristics. Moreover the energy source gradually decays at the rate of 50% in
approximately eleven years .
To compensate for these differences, the K91 OB incorporates a unique UNIVERSAL
CAL/BRA TION feature.
The K910B is shipped with a CALIBRATION STANDARD. This block of non-changing
polyethylene will exhibit the same density characteristics in any location and the blocks are
interchangeable between devices.
The K91 OB microprocessor is programmed to store a special reading taken on the
Calibration Standard as a Reference Standard Reading. The microprocessor then compares
each field reading to this stored known reference standard reading and displays the result as
a "Ratio". Thus each K910B automatically compensates for its individual characteristics by
comparing all readings to a universal standard.

Field Reading
Stored Reference Standard Reading

=

Ratio

(x100 =Display on LCD)

The stored reference standard reading is non-volatile (doesn't become lost when the device
is turned off), but can be deliberately changed by the microprocessor, if commanded to do so
by the user, during the RECALIBRATION PROCEDURE, Para 6.41.
•

An initial CALIBRATION was made at the factory during production testing , and a
reference standard reading is already stored in the microprocessor memory upon
shipment. However, the user should recalibrate the K91 OB periodically to compensate for
decay of the gamma energy source, and to compensate for changes in electronic
components over time.

•

It is suggested that this RECALIBRATION be performed monthly or quarterly, or anytime
the instrument has been out of service for a period of several months.
11
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•

A CALIBRATION RECORD LOG is provided at the back of this K910B Manual to record
these periodic recalibrations for use in long term performance evaluation of the K91 OB.

•

A brief Instruction Label is provided on the side of the Calibration Block as a reminder of
the procedure to be used. This procedure is discussed in detail in Para 6.41.

6.4.1 Recalibration Procedure
Leave the Calibration Block in the case, or place it on a table or desk (but not on the
ground.) Place the K91 OB on the block, resting firmly against the surface of the block.
1.

Using the right hand in normal operating position, press the trigger (START).

2.

While holding the trigger pressed, press and hold the MODE button. Then,
momentarily also press the LOCK button. (Release Lock and Mode, but continue to
hold the Trigger.)
The device now will accumulate a series of forty 1/4 second readings, "beeping" each
second during the 10 second sample period, and will beep 2 times when the 10
seconds is over. Do not release the trigger!
The microprocessor will average the 40 samples, and the LCD will display the
average for visual comparison to past recalibration values.
The value typically will be between 55 and 70. It is not significant what the value is
from one unit to another. It is significant that the value remain stable for an individual
unit over time, with a gradual decay over the years. The value will vary by a digit or
two from time to time, due to the normal statistical variations of the reflected energy,
but a sustained change of more than a few digits is indicative of a possible
component deterioration in the device.
If the value is within a digit or two of previous recalibrations, then the value is suitable
for storage into the microprocessor.
NOTE: This value is the actual count reading and is not a ratio. This isthe only time
the K91 OB will display an actual count value.

3.

How to store the new Reference Standard Reading:
While continuing to press the trigger, push the MODE button one more time. Three
quick Beeps will indicate that the Calibration Value has been stored.
This special command sequence will store the new reading , and erase the prior
stored value. Release the trigger. The Recalibration is complete. (If the new reading
is not stored , the microprocessor will continue to use the previously stored value.)

4.

Press the trigger (START) to test the calibration and resume normal operations.
The K91 OB microprocessor will now use this new value for comparison against all
future field readings, compensating the device for any long term changes within the
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device.
Record the Recalibration Value in the Calibration Record Log, in the back of this
Operator's manual , for a service record of the K910B's long term performance.

6.4.2 Calibration Verification
Place the K91 OB back into the Calibration Block and take a normal Raw Data Test by merely
pressing the trigger. The LCD will display the value "100" with normal fluctuations between
approximately 90 and 110 each 1/2 second. If the displayed value does not fluctuate equally
above or below the value of "100", repeat the Recalibration Procedure.
The K91 OB will read approximately "100" on the LCD anytime it is placed on the Calibration
Standard and a routine Raw Data Scan measurement is made. This permits a fast and
simple test of the K91 OB performance at any time.
The LCD reads "100" because the microprocessor compares all routine measurements to the
stored calibration Reference Standard value and displays the Ratio of the two values.
Because the readings on the Calibration Standard should be the same at all times, whether
the readings are taken during a Recalibration or as routine, the ratio of the two readings will
always be "1 ". (The microprocessor adds two "O"s to the ratio to avoid displaying fractions,
thus the display will show 100.)

For Example:
Assume that a certain K91 OB reads approximately 95 actual count on the Calibration
Standard: (The value that is stored when the MODE Button is pressed.)

95
95

(Routine Test Reading taken on Standard)
(Stored Calibration Average taken on same Standard)

Ratio

x 100

= 100

= 1.0

(Ratio)

(LCD Reading)

The reason that the ratio may fluctuate above and below 100 is because the reflected energy
varies in a statistically random manner, and the readings are seldom precisely the same.
(As a matter of technical interest, for the mathematically enhanced user, the
anticipated standard deviation statistical variation due to the random emission of the
gamma energy source, will be plus and minus the square root of the actual count
being observed by the device.
In the above example, the square root of 95 is 9.7. 9.7 is approximately 10% of 95.
Accordingly, when converted to the 100 base ratio on the LCD Display, this translates
into a one standard deviation variation of approximately plus or minus 10, or 90 to
11 O on the display with 100 as the average. Occasional values will be higher or lower
as variations are experienced at the second and third deviation levels.)
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7.

TYPICAL EXAMPLES OF FIELD APPLICATIONS

7.1

General Procedure
1.

Place the K91 OB on the suspect surface and press the trigger. Observe the change
of readings as the device is moved across the surface.

2.

With the K91 OB on a typical location on the surface, press the MODE button once
and then look and listen for changes beneath the surface as the K91 OB is scanned
back and forth .

3.

If a change is noticed, slow down the movement rate and observe the changes in
numerical values more carefully.
Outline the suspect area carefully and then make a decision as to possible further
action, including dismantling of the object.

7.2

Kilo of Contraband in a Car Door
The car door is normally an empty space and produces low readings because most of the
radiation passes through the door.
Contraband will reflect more energy than the hollow door and will produce a beep as the
K91 OB is passed over the hidden material.

EXPERIMENT:
1.

Roll up the window, place the K91 OB in the center of the door, press the trigger, and
observe the display to determine if the reading on the center of the door is typical of a
car door.· Compare the reading on this door to that of readings on other car doors of
similar size or model cars.

2.

Press the MODE button, wait 2 seconds, and move the K91 OB across the door.
Listen for beeps and observe changes in the LCD numbers. If the numbers become
unreasonable for a routine car door, it may be necessary to inspect the door more
carefully, using a fiberscope , or even dismantling.
Slight changes will be observed when over the window lift mechanism or over the
electric motor on electric lift windows .

A major change will be observed when over a hidden contraband of any significant
quantity.
If the door readings are normal, it is likely that the door has no contraband , and the
inspector can move on to other objects.
The Buster will save lost time by determining that a car door is now "clean", even
though it may have been loaded some time earlier.
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7.3

Marijuana in a Car Tire
A vehicle tire is normally an empty space producing a low number. Marijuana packages will
increase the reflected signal strongly.
The inspector should become familiar with typical numerical values of different size tires.
Most small car tires look the same and most truck tires look the same, although the truck
numbers will be higher than the car tire numbers.
A tightly packed car tire may produce a uniform signal around the tire, but the numbers will
all be much higher than for a normal tire.
Compare the suspect tire against other tires on the car or against a similar tire on another
vehicle.

EXPERIMENT:
Obtain two old tires from a junk yard. One should be a small car tire and the other
should be a truck tire.
Using simulated contraband samples, i.e., the bag of sugar, place the samples inside
the tires and observe the changes in readings.
It is much easier to experiment with a tire that is not mounted on a rim than with a
mounted tire.
Recheck the values with the tire mounted on a wheel rim . (Cut a hole in the side of
the tire to insert the contraband test sample materials.

7.4

Cocaine Hidden in a Desk or Table Top
The table top may be solid or hollow. In either case, the cocaine will likely have a different
density than the hollow space or the solid wood .
A solid table will have been hollowed out to provide a space for the cocaine. This hollowed
location, even though filled with cocaine, will appear less dense than the solid wood.

EXPERIMENT:
Using wooden boards and the sugar bag to simulate the contraband , experiment with
different placements.

7.5

Fuel Tanks
Scan the bottom of the tank using the DATA SCAN mode. Listen for beeps as the device is
moved up along the side. The fuel level should be consistent with the indicated fuel level on
the fuel gauge.

EXPERIMENT:
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Half fill a large pail or barrel with water. Scan up and down the side of the container.
Observe the liquid level change.

7 .6

Contraband in Truck or Lorry Walls
The walls are normally hollow or empty. If insulated, the insulation is usually of low density to
keep weight low. Contraband packed into the walls , however, will be densely packed and will
produce much higher readings as compared to the normal wall.
It will be possible to locate the vertical support struts in the wall.

EXPERIMENT:
Remove the inside panel from a truck wall. Place several packages of sugar, or other
simulated contraband sample, in the wall space. Place the wall panel back in place
and scan the K91 OB over the walls, both inside and outside, observing the differences
in readings as this is done.

7.7

Recreational Vehicles or Caravans
There are many spaces to hide contraband in recreational vehicles. All of the previous
techniques apply to the testing of such vehicles . If the display values are low, it is unlikely
that contraband of significant volume is present, if any at all.

7.8

Small Boat Hulls and Interior Boat Spaces
Small boats commonly used for contraband transportation will have wood or Fiberglass
construction , possible with an inner wall for a double hull flotation construction . The outer
walls , if wood , may be too thick for the K91 OB to look through . The inner bulkheads of a
wooden boat and the exterior fiberglass of a fiberglass boat are usually thin .
Inner compartments , fuel tanks, and water tanks are tested in the same manner as with other
vehicles.

7.9

Aircraft Search
The K910B is especially useful for searching aircraft because of the thin metal surfaces used
for aircraft construction . In addition, only a relatively few spaces are accessible to a
smuggler for storage of contraband . Most spaces are riveted tightly closed, and it is obvious
to the inspector if rivets have been altered.
Wings have inspection plates where contraband can be stored inside, within arm's length
reach of the plates. These areas are easily inspected from the outside of the structure with
the K910B .

EXPERIMENT:
Remove an inspection plate from underneath a wingtip. Place the sugar inside within
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arm's reach . Scan with the K91 OB and observe the changes in readings.

The aircraft manufacturer has spent millions of dollars in designing a light structure. Any high
reading is suspect unless it can be determined that a heavy metal structural member is
behind that surface.
The inspector will find the K91 OB to be especially useful on aircraft by taking a series of fast
numerical readings on typical contraband hiding areas. Merely hold the trigger and move the
K91 OB from place to place, seat to seat, and observe changes in numbers. All numbers
should be very low for most of the spaces within an aircraft.
NOTE

Aircraft tires are a good place to hide contraband. They are easy to test with the K91 OB.
NOTE

A licensed aircraft mechanic may be required if safety wired screws, bolts, or nuts are to be
removed .

8.

MAINTENANCE

8.1

Exterior
Clean the exterior with a soft rag moistened with soapy water. Wipe off with a clean rag . Do
not allow water to get into the connectors or beeper hole.
Replace the anti-scratch pad on the bottom as required . Order replacement pads, Part #
PAO-VELCRO-K9, 5 each to a package.
Replacement Velcro adhesive back "Loop" tape is also available from local fabric stores. The
2" wide tape may not be available, but narrow strips may be placed side by side. The "Hook"
form of Velcro may also be used, however the Hook material tends to pick up lint, thread, and
string. A comb will clear the tape of this foreign matter.
In emergency, "Duct tape" may be used to prevent scratching of tested surfaces by the
K91 OB Buster.

8.2

Batteries
Use of Dry Cells - Preferred Power Source

The K91 OB Buster is supplied with a 9V Alkaline Transistor Battery accessible through a
removable access plate on the side of the bottom cover. A spare battery is provided in the
Storage Case.
The K91 OB uses commonly available Carbon-Zinc, Alkaline, or Lithium 9V Transistor
batteries. The power density of dry cells is greater than that of rechargeable NICAD cells and
the K910B will operate longer between battery replacements with the dry cells than with the
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rechargeable cells. It is recommended that Alkaline or NiMh cells rather than CarbonZinc cells be used for best performance.
LiON (Lithium-Ion or Lithium-Polymer) batteries can not be used in the Buster as their
operating voltage is too low, between 6.5V and 8.4V
Typical routine usage between replacement of alkaline batteries is from to six to twelve
months.
Replacement

Remove the Access Plate on the side of the bottom cover. The battery is retained within a
Battery Clip to the inside of the Access Plate. Insert a new battery, as required , and replace
the Access Plate.
Polarization Protection

The battery contacts inside the K91 OB are polarized to insure correct plus/minus orientation.
If the K91 OB does not operate after replacement of the battery, turn the battery over and
reinsert it.

LO-BAT Indicator

The K91 OB will operate for several hours after the LO-BAT indicator lights when dry cells are
used. Carry a replacement during this time. The K91 OB will shut down when the battery
voltage is finally too low for accurate operation.
Use of Rechargeable NICAD 9V Transistor Cells - Optional

Rechargeable NICAD 9V Transistor batteries and chargers are available in the consumer
market. NICAD batteries "self-discharge" approximately 1%/day, and recharging may be
required if the batteries are stored for more than 60 days. The power density of NICAD
batteries is less than dry cells, and the Buster will not run as long between changes of
batteries with the NICAD cells. The NICAD cells may be recharged many times, reducing the
long term operating cost. Estimated routine usage is two to three weeks.

Charge the new NICAD battery 12 - 14 hours prior to initial use.

The LO-BAT indicator is optimized for use with Alkaline cells ; a lower set point than is
optimal with NICADs. The LO-BAT indicator may come on only for a short time, if at all,
when the NICAD battery is discharged. NICAD batteries suffer from "Discharge Amount
Memory", meaning that if they are repetedly only partially discharged before being recharged ,
their capacity decreases to the amount that they are actually being used. If NICADs are to
be used it is recommended to purchase a NICAD "Charger/Discharger'' instead of just a
Charger to prevent this, or be sure to run the batteries down periodically.
Commercial 9V NICAD batteries typically only have 120mAh (Milli-Ampier-Hour) capacity as
opposed to -500mAh capacity of Alkalines.
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Note that the Cadmium in NICAD batteries is a toxic metal and they are banned from use in
many European countries. Please dispose of NICAD batteries prol?erly!
Use of Rechargeable NiMh 9V Transistor Cells - Optional
Use of NiMh (Nickel Metal Hydride) batteries are preferred over NICAD's as they are less
toxic. Depending on the type they may have a greater or lessor self-discharge rate than
NICAD's. Most NiMh batteries sold as "9V" batteries are actually only 8.4V batteries and will
not work well in Busters. NiMh batteries that are actually 9.6 volts will work fine and are
available in 260mAh capacities (as opposed to -500mAh for Alkalines). Some of these
batteries, however, can be slightly 'fatter' than standard 9V cells but will still work in the
Buster if the short brackets on the battery holder are bent out a little to accommodate the
larger size.

8.3

Electronic Maintenance
The only routine "electronic maintenance" required by the user, is the periodic "Recalibration
Check" described in Paragraph 6.40 CALIBRATION .
In the event of a failed circuit board or other component, the user should contact the factory
for assistance. The electronic components have a very high MTBF, and seldom experience
field failure from routine use.
The majority of failed component repairs result from dropping the Buster from heights of 1
Meter (3') or more, usually requiring factory repair service. Note that no Buster radioactive
source or shutter mechanism has ever been damaged.
The Source/Shutter mechanism is NOT field repairable and the Buster MUST be
returned to the factory or to a factory authorized repair station for service. The
Source/Shutter mechanism is identified by the following label:

CAUTION
RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL
100 lei (0.37 Mbq) or less, BA133
SEALED SOURCE UNDER THIS LABEL

FACTORY SERVICE ONLY
ON THIS COMPONENT
LABEL REMOVAL PROHIBITED

8.4

Diagnostic Check of Electronics
1.

First, hold down the MODE and DISPLAY LOCK buttons simultaneously.

2.

Then, press the trigger and hold it. Now, release the MODE and DISPLAY LOCK
buttons.

The K91 OB will cycle through an automatic diagnostic check, testing all segments and
combinations of display readings . Observe the display for an error in the sequence.
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SECTION TWO
RADIATION SAFETY
1.

"ALARA" CONCEPT
(See RAD/A TION SAFETY INFORMATION Page 26 for a definition of terms.)

It is impossible to achieve a zero radiation exposure level because of the normal everyday
radiation we accumulate from our natural environmental background. Natural radiation
exposure from the environment is approximately 100 mrem/year at sea level. Due to the loss
of natural atmospheric shielding, the natural background radiation at a higher elevation of
5000' (Reno, NV or Tahoe, CA) is approximately 200 mrem/year.
The calculated annual additional exposure from routine use of the Buster is approximately
1.5 mrem/year, well within the normal range of everyday environmental variations.
Good practice, however, dictates that we attempt to maintain the radiation exposure As ,bow
As Reasonably Attainable (ALARA). Used properly, the K910B Buster presents no hazard
to the user or to the general public.
Film badges or other radiation monitoring methods are not required for the Buster. Wipe or
Leak Testing is not required with the Buster under General License distribution, nor with any
Buster source not exceeding 100 uCi (3.7 MBq) BA 133.
The Buster should not be pointed at any person with the shutter open. No harm would occur,
but the action is inappropriate and can be unnecessarily alarming to an untrained person.
If the shutter spring should break and leave the source in the open position, exposing the red
alarm button, push the red alarm button back closed . Call the CSECO factory for service
assistance.

Ph: 510-864-8010

2.

Fx: 510-864-8013

lnfo@cseco.com

TRAINING
CSECO recommends that Buster users attend a CSECO factory training course , or
equivalent course. The CSECO course requires one-half day, and includes a discussion of
radiation safety appropriate for use of the Buster, field application techniques , and hands on
operation. Call the CSECO factory for information, costs, and scheduling.

3.

EMERGENCY INVOLVING OBVIOUS DAMAGE TO THE BUSTER

3.1

General Information
20
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The operator must protect human life first, then property from damage due to a radiation incident.
We must prevent radioactive material from escaping into the environment.
The radioactive material in the Buster is encapsulated in a welded stainless capsule which is further
securely mounted in a tungsten-carbide shield assembly. It is highly unlikely that the radioactive
source material could escape in the event of a severe accident or fire. However, our protective
program must insure that we plan for the most severe eventuality.
Note that the majority of factory Buster repairs are for Busters that have been dropped from a
height of several feet during routine use. No damage has ever been incurred by a radioactive
source or by the shutter mechanism in a K910B Buster.

3.2

First Step
Keep people away from the accident site.
Remain calm and exercise careful thought for each subsequent step.
Call, or send somebody to call for help. See the phone list at the end of this section.

3.3

Second Step - Take the following DECISION ROUTE action:

3.3.1 Minor - External Damage Only:
If the Buster is only superficially damaged, dented, flooded , or otherwise injured from a drop,
minor runover, etc; and, the Buster is in one piece with only minor cracks in the metal
housing , take the following action:
1

Using a stick or tool , turn the Buster over to inspect all sides. Do not walk through the
area where the Buster was damaged.

2

If the Buster is intact, pickup the device, place it in its storage/shipping container, and
return it to its permanent storage area.

3

Call CSECO for assistance in shipping the Buster back to the factory for repair or
disposal. (CSECO: Ph: 510-864-8010 Fax: 510-864-8013 info@cseco.com)

DO NOT SHIP THE DEVICE WITHOUT FACTORY APPROVAL OR KNOWLEDGE.

3.3.2 Major - Possible Internal Damage to the Buster:
If the Buster is severely damaged, broken apart, burned, or crushed with parts strewn
around, or if the source area of the device is visually damaged, take the following action:
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1. "Freeze" the site. Rope off the damage site for 1O' around. Stop traffic across the damage
site. Do not walk through the damage site. (If radioactive material is loose it can be
picked up on shoes and tracked elsewhere.)
2. Call the nearest public health or emergency services office for help. The objective is to
get an expert radiation technician to the site, along with a proper survey meter, who can
take charge.
CSECO does not recommend that customers purchase their own survey meter for this
purpose. There is little likelihood of a severe accident happening to begin with, and the
survey meter can only provide a sense of false security in the event of a truly serious
accident. The typical device operator will not know how to use the meter properly and
may only compound an already bad situation by possibly releasing a potentially
contaminated site.

3. The radiation safety expert will determine whether the site is safe, will remove the
contamination if there is any, and will prepare the device for shipment to the factory for
repair or disposal.
In the event of severe damage it may become desirable to dispose of the source through
an authorized disposal agency. The radiation safety technician will assist in this action, if
required. (See Para 18.00 DISPOSAL)
4. Call the CSECO factory and advise of the accident. We will want to know about the
circumstances in order to include such safety information in future training programs.
As a matter of comfort to the user, small portable devices using radioactive sources
seldom incur severe damage requiring extreme recovery actions.
As a matter of record, as of this page revision date, 07 January 2009,
no Buster has suffered damage to the radioactive source from any
cause.

4.

IMPORTANT PHONE NUMBERS (Please enter numbers for your nearest agencies)
PUBLIC HEALTH DEPT
EMERGENCY SERVICES OFFICE

*

*

United States users please refer to the Emergency Listings for each state
included in the Pink Page at the back of this Manual. (This page is not
included in Manuals shipped outside of the United States.)

510-864-8010

CSECO FACTORY
FIRE
POLICE
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Notify the Public Health Office, Police, and our CSECO factory offices
immediately in the event of a stolen contraband detector.

5.

TRANSPORTATION
U. S. DOT Regulations, TITLE 49, Parts 17 through 173.421 govern the transportation of
radioactive materials on U. S. public access ways . In addition, IATA Dangerous Goods
Regulations, govern transport of radioactive materials on aircraft.
The CS ECO K91 OB Buster, when packed in its plastic transport case, meets the special
requirements of 49 CFR 173.421 for "Excepted Radioactive Material" and does not require
radiation symbol labels on the exterior of the transport case. This is because of the
combination of small source, efficient shielding, and design of the case.
This device can be transported on common carriers when packed in its plastic transport
case, with or without a cardboard protective overpack, and without radiation symbol labels on
the outside of the package, provided the following Certification Label is attached to the
transport case:

EXCEPTED ARTICLES UN2911
This package conforms to conditions and limitations
for excepted radioactive material, instruments,
and articles. UN2911

NOTE:

The above label is already attached to the Buster Shipping/Storage
Case.
The case always should be locked or the package sealed during transportation to prevent
unauthorized entry to the device.

6.

STORAGE
Contraband detectors should be stored in their shipping cases in a locked area with key
access only by the authorized operators. CSECO recommends that permanent storage be
1.5 meters (5 feet) from the nearest point of full time work requirements.
CSECO recommends that the local fire department be called in for a review of the storage
location and of the nature of the device stored therein . This may preclude frantic phone calls
should a fire occur and the fire department not know the nature of the radioactive material.
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7.

TRANSFER OF THE BUSTER TO A DIFFERENT USER
United States Regulations:
Under the conditions of the CSECO General License, the Buster is registered as being in the
possession of a specific user agency. The appropriate jurisdictional State or Federal
Radioactive Materials Control Agency has been advised by CSECO, and by the Registration
form submitted by the User, at time of initial shipment by CSECO and receipt by the User.

The Buster cannot be transferred, abandoned, or disposed of, except by transfer to a
person or agency (such as the factory) holding a Specific Radioactive Materials
License to receive it.
If one user agency wishes to permanently give the Buster to another user agency, the
CSECO factory should be notified and CSECO will provide the appropriate documentation to
register the transfer. The Registration record must be updated with the appropriate U. S.
Federal or State Radioactive Material Controls Agency.

Regulations in Other Countries:
The applicable Radioactive Materials Regulations will vary from one country to another. They
generally parallel the U. S. procedures, and the recommendations of the International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA).
It is the responsibility of the users in each country to insure that they are operating correctly
within the rules and regulations of that country.

8.

DISPOSAL
Disposal of the K91 OB Buster must be effected by:
1. Transfer to a licensed disposal agency.
2. Return to the CSECO factory.
3. Upon disposal, the user should notify the Registration Office of the user's Radiation
Control Agency of the transfer of possession, providing the Model Number and Serial
Number of the Buster.

9.

RECORDS
Inventory and training records should be maintained.

10.

SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE - SHUTTER MECHANISM
See Para 8.0 MAINTENANCE in the Operating Section for general service information.

The Source/Shutter mechanism is NOT field repairable and the Buster MUST be
returned to the factory or to a factory authorized repair staion for service. The
Source/Shutter mechanism is identified by the following label:
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CAUTION
RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL
100 uCi (3.7 Mbq) or less, BA133
SEALED SOURCE UNDER THIS LABEL

FACTORY SERVICE ONLY
ON THIS COMPONENT
LABEL REMOVAL PROHIBITED
K9 SN: _ _ _ _ _ _ __
See SN: _ _ _ _ _ _ __
_ _ _ _ uCi
ASSAY Date:

Mbq

------

Please note that the radioactive source in standard production Busters is only 10 uCi
(0.37 mBq) in size. However the Buster is licensed to use up to 100 uCi (3.7 mBq)
BA 133, and still be distributed under General License. The Caution Label allows for
this larger size.

RADIATION SAFETY INFORMATION
11.

DEFINITIONS

11.1 Radiation Exposure
We live in an ocean of radiation . We are constantly exposed to radiation from the soil under
us, outer space above us, and from the food we eat and drink. Even some basic elements
within our bodies are naturally radioactive and give off measurable amounts of radiation.

REM:

Basic unit of accumulated exposure for humans. We are allowed to
accumulate up to 500 millirem/year from the use of radioactive materials under
General License distribution .

MILLIREM (mrem)

1/1000th of a REM. Normally we are exposed to very small amounts of
radiation and we express this small amount in terms of millirems.

MREM/HOUR:

Rate of Exposure. Similar to "brightness" of light. (If you work in a radiation
level of 0.1 mrem/Hr for 2 hours, you accumulate 0.2 mrem.)
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S.I. CONVERSION

1 mrem = 10 microSieverts (1 O uSv) in Standard International units.

EXAMPLES OF
EVERYDAY
RADIATION
EXPOSURE:

We accumulate 100 Mrem/Year in our normal life living at sea level.
We accumulate another 100 mrem by simply moving to Denver, Salt Lake City,
or any other city at 5000' elevation. (The higher elevation places us closer to
outer space and increases our natural radiation exposure. )
We accumulate 0.3 to 0.5 mrem/hr on an average commercial jet flight.
We accumulate up to 20 mrem with each tooth XRay.
We accumulate up to 500 mrem/Year by smoking a pack of cigarettes a
day
a far greater source of radiation than the K9 Buster!!!

K91 OB BUSTER
EXPOSURE:

We accumulate only 1.5 - 2.0 mrem/Year by normal full time use of
K910B Buster. Less than normal backround ; much less than from smoking !!!

11.2 Radioactive Source
A "Radioactive Source" is an unstable element which will give off radiation energy as it
disintegrates. Some examples are Radium, Uranium , Cobalt 60, Cesium 137, Americium
241 , Strontium 90, Barium 133 (used in the K910B Buster) , and many others.

CURIE (Ci)

Nuclear term for "size" (activity) of a radioactive source. A "Curie" is a "very
large" quantity of radioactive material.

MILLICURIE (mCi)

1/1000th of a Curie. Only very small amounts of radioactive material are
used in most industrial devices.

MICROCURIE (uCi)

1/1 ,000,000 of a Curie. The current model K9 Series Buster devices use
only 10 microcuries or less.

BECQUEREL

Standard International term for "size" (activity) of a radioactive source. A
"Becquerel" Is a very small quantity of radioactive material, in direct contrast
to the older term , "Curie".

S.I. CONVERSION

10 uCi

=

.37 MBq (MegaBecquerels) in .§.tandard !nternational Units
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CALIBRATION RECORD LOG
Owner:

- K9 SERIES

Attn:
Phone:

Fax:
E-Mail:

S/N:

Date

Recal
Value

Operator's Initials & any
Comments

Date

Recal
Value

Operator's Initials & any
Comments
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SERVICE RECORD LOG - K9 SERIES
Owner:

Attn:
Phone:
Fax:

S/N:

E-Mail:

Notes

Date
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